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Abstract
Any commercially viable wireless solution onboard Smartphones should resolve the
technical issues as well as preserving the limited resources available such as
processing and battery. Therefore, integrating/combining the process of more than one
function will free up much needed resources that can be then reused to enhance these
functions further. This thesis details my innovative solutions that integrate multiGNSS signals of specific civilian transmission from GPS, Galileo and GLONASS
systems, and process them in a single RF front-end channel (detection and
acquisition), ideal for GNSS software receiver onboard Smartphones.
During the course of my PhD study, the focus of my work was on improving the
reception and processing of localisation techniques based on signals from multisatellite systems. I have published seven papers on new acquisition solutions for
single and multi-GNSS signals based on the bandpass sampling and the compressive
sensing techniques. These solutions, when applied onboard Smartphones, shall not
only enhance the performance of the GNSS localisation solution but also reduce the
implementation complexity (size and processing requirements) and thus save valuable
processing time and battery energy.
Firstly, my research has exploited the bandpass sampling technique, if being a good
candidate for processing multi-signals at the same time. This portion of the work has
produced three methods. The first method is designed to detect the GPS, Galileo and
GLONASS-CDMA signals’ presence at an early stage before the acquisition process.
This is to avoid wasting processing resources that are normally spent on chasing
signals not present/non-existent. The second focuses on overcoming the ambiguity
when acquiring Galileo-OS signal at a code phase resolution equal to 0.5 Chip or
higher and this achieved by multiplying the received signal with the generated subcarrier frequency. This new conversion saves doing a complete correlation chain
processing when compared to conventionally used methods. The third method
simplifies the joining implementation of the Galileo-OS data-pilot signal acquisition
by constructing an orthogonal signal so as to acquire them in a single correlation
chain, yet offering the same performance as using two correlation chains.
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Secondly, the compressive sensing technique is used to acquire multi-GNSS signals to
achieve computation complexity reduction over correlator based methods, like
Matched Filter, while still maintaining acquisition integrity. As a result of this
research work, four implementation methods were produced to handle single or multiGNSS signals. The first of these methods is designed to change dynamically the
number and the size of the required channels/correlators according to the received
GPS signal-power during the acquisition process. This adaptive solution offers better
fix capability when the GPS receiver is located in a harsh signal environment, or it
will save valuable processing/decoding time when the receiver is outdoors. The
second method enhances the sensing process of the compressive sensing framework
by using a deterministic orthogonal waveform such as the Hadamard matrix, which
enabled us to sample the signal at the information band and reconstruct it without
information loss. This experience in compressive sensing led the research to manage
more reduction in terms of computational complexity and memory requirements in
the third method that decomposes the dictionary matrix (representing a bank of
correlators), saving more than 80% in signal acquisition process without loss of the
integration between the code and frequency, irrespective of the signal strength. The
decomposition is realised by removing the generated Doppler shifts from the
dictionary matrix, while keeping the carrier frequency fixed for all these generated
shifted satellites codes. This novelty of the decomposed dictionary implementation
enabled other GNSS signals to be combined with the GPS signal without large
overhead if the two, or more, signals are folded or down-converted to the same
intermediate frequency. The fourth method is, therefore, implemented for the first
time, a novel compressive sensing software receiver that acquires both GPS and
Galileo signals simultaneously. The performance of this method is as good as that of a
Matched Filter implementation performance. However, this implementation achieves
a saving of 50% in processing time and produces a fine frequency for the Doppler
shift at resolution within 10Hz.
Our experimental results, based on actual RF captured signals and other simulation
environments, have proven that all above seven implementation methods produced
by this thesis retain much valuable battery energy and processing resources onboard
Smartphones.
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Abbreviations
ADC

Analogue-to-digital converter

AFE

Analogue front end

AWGN

Additive white Gaussian noise

BOC

Binary offset carrier

BPS

Bandpass sampling

BPSK

Binary phase shift keying

BPSR

Bandpass sampling receiver

C/A

Coarse Acquisition

CBOC

Composite binary offset carrier

CDMA

Code division multiple access

CCF

Cross-correlation function

C/N

Carrier to noise ratio

CMS

Compressive multichannel samplers

CS

Compressive sensing

CSSR

Compressive sensing software receiver

CTF

Continuous to finite

DAC

Digital-to-analogue converter

DC

Dual channel

DCSR

Dynamic compressive sensing receiver

DLL

Delay look loop

DSB

Dual sidebands

DSP

Digital signal processing

ESCE

Enhanced subcarrier conversion elimination

FDMA

Frequency division multiple access

FFT

Fast Fourier transform

FNZ

First Nyquist zone

FPGA

A field-programmable gate array

Galileo

European Union navigation system

GCSR

GPS compressive sensing receiver

GLONASS

Russian navigation system

GNSS

Global navigation satellite system

V

GPS

American navigation system

HT

Hilbert transform

IFFT

Inverse fast Fourier transform

LFSR

Linear feedback shift register

LOS

Line of sight

MF

Matched filter

NLOS

Non-line of sight

OGSR

Orthogonal Galileo software receiver

OMP

Orthogonal matching pursuit

OS

Open service

PLL

Phase locked loop

PRN

Pseudorandom noise

QPSK

Quadrature phase shift keying

RD

Random demodulation

ReMBo

Reduce and boost

RF

Radio frequency

RMSE

Root-mean-square error

SC

Single channel

SCSSR

Single-GNSS signal compressive sensing software receiver

SDR

Software defined radio

S-GPS

Sparse-GPS

SNR

Signal to noise ratio

SSB

Single sideband

SV

Space vehicle

TMBOC

Time multiplexed binary offset carrier
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a constellation of satellites,
transmitting signals from space that offers navigation, positioning and timing data. In
fact, there are various satellite systems such as the United States (GPS), the
Europe's (Galileo) and the Russian (GLONASS) navigation systems. Each of these
GNSS systems has different constellation like a number of orbits, the number of
satellite in each orbit, etc.
Practically, in challenging conditions such as urban canyons or harsh environments,
the GNSS signals of a single system, like GPS signal, sometimes are not sufficient to
provide accurate positioning. Prior to 2012, a GPS receiver was considered as a
standard technology for localisation/navigation receiver inside most Smartphones. A
growing number of Smartphones, 3.1 billion devices in 2014 and expected to be over
7 billion devices in 2019, as well as the increasing demand on the localisation based
services led designers to combine multi-GNSS signals in a single solution based on
multi-GNSS receivers implementation, in order to increase the chance of finding
localisation in multipath environment. As a result, the multi-GNSS solution is
nowadays becoming an essential criterion in most Smartphones designs. However,
this extra processing required (in hardware or software processing) has to consider the
limited resources such as processing and battery budget as well as cost and size of
such multi-GNSS solution.
From a technical point of view, the new Galileo and the GLONASS-CDMA civilian
transmission signals are designed to improve the horizontal and vertical localisation.
These new technologies will offer better performance than the GPS-C/A signal in
mitigating the multipath effect [1]. Therefore, Smartphone based solution with multiGNSS signal receiving capability will improve the accuracy of localisation by factor
2 in open sky and urban area; thus reducing the time to first fix and increasing the inview-signal availability to 95% [2]. This is achieved because combining multi-GNSS
signals in a single localisation solution enhances the satellite-user geometry and
increases the number of satellites in view, as depicted in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Multi-GNSS constellation in a multipath environment
By design, the specification of these Galileo and GLONASS-CDMA signals are
interoperable with existing GPS so as to encourage tight integration between these
technologies in future solutions [3]. Consequently, most of these modern GNSS
signals share the same technical aspects like the modulation techniques, the carrier
frequencies, and spreading at the same chipping rate (albeit, these systems have
completely different constellation, signal power, spreading codes, etc.). This makes
pursuit for a more energy efficient, faster to acquired, more integrated, and highsensitivity multi-GNSS signal solution very attractive to researchers. As a result, it is
estimated that 60% of the current Smartphones are being offered with dual GNSS
(GPS-CA and GLONASS-FDMA signals) receivers onboard [4]. Such solutions are
typically implemented with minimum integration in signal processing (side-by-side
like parallel processing in hardware and/or software) requiring extra power
consumption and processing resources. As our literature survey, detailed in Section
2

2.2 and Section 6.2, shows that several implementations have recently combined the
processing from transmissions of either different systems (GPS, Galileo and/or
GLONASS), or from the same system (GPS-L1 and GPS-L2). Most of these
implementations do improve the localisation issues but result in undesirable
processing overhead.
This thesis focuses on addressing combining multi-GNSS signals that are transmitting
at same carrier frequency (GPS-L1, Galileo-E1 and GLONASS-L1-CDMA signals)
in a single processing chain to reduce the processing resources in a multi-GNSS
signal receiver, as well as to enhance user localisation. The combined multi-GNSS
signal receivers are designed to detect/acquire the multi-GNSS signals simultaneously
in a single receiving/correlation chain.
This thesis also details other implementations that are developed to solve a specific
challenge when acquiring single GNSS signal and/or aided to combine multi-GNSS
signals. For example, overcoming the ambiguity of acquiring the Galileo signal
enables to combine the acquisition of the Galileo signal with the GPS signal in a
single CS based process. Also, acquiring the GPS signal based-CS technique helps to
understand the matching process in the CS-domain.

1.1 Research challenges and achievements
I completed my MSc degree in Applied Computing from the University of
Technology in Baghdad, Iraq. Then I started working at the University of Technology
and later at the Engineering College under Dyiala University. During my tenure, I
was awarded a scholarship to study Ph.D. in Applied Computing, and my proposal
was Air Traffic Management Software Simulator. Upon arrival here at the University
of Buckingham, I met the staff members of Applied Computing (Dr. Ihsan Lami and
Dr. Sabah Jassim) to discuss my project proposal. After much deliberation, I learnt
that there are many subjects and projects under the Air Traffic Management umbrella.
Unfortunately, I was not interested in any of them. I also concluded that the work
based on the simulator is to serve a purpose rather than be a novelty. They were kind
enough to suggest different projects, and I chose this project because it fulfils my
aspirations. In addition I wanted to understand the type of the services provided
through these signals, which my country can benefit from and capitalise on,
3

especially given that the infrastructure of this kind of services is immature in my
country. On the other hand, admittedly I found the research in this particular field a
bit challenging because my academic background is entirely different. Fortunately, I
have been encouraged and offered timely guidance by my supervisor in helping me
tackle and surmount all my obstacles.
The main challenges were: 1- Understanding the concept of the GNSS system.
2- Comprehending the signal modulation and the effects on the transmission line
from a satellite to the GNSS receiver.
3- Realising the processing of the received GNSS signals such as receiving,
acquiring, tracking and demodulation.
4- How to combine these signals into a single efficient chain.
Building a solid background in the GNSS signals formed an active part of my
learning process. I would like to attribute my gradual but definite progress to the
generous efforts of Dr Ihsan Lami, who was also kind enough to invite me to become
a part of the GNSS research team in the Applied Computing Department.
I thoroughly enjoyed acquiring the expertise needed for the project as well as
enjoying the work with the GNSS team. The experience and knowledge I have gained
during this research helped me to overcome the challenges and difficulties in this
particular project. In addition, this work has improved my skills in the academic
research. I would most certainly like to continue my work on the GNSS signals in the
future.
This thesis offers my achievements and contributions that I have made during my 4
years study, some of which were to combine multi-GNSS signals in single function in
hardware/software that can be used to help the multi-GNSS receiver designers.

4

Research progress
At the beginning of this research, I wanted to build a firm base in this field. My
research started by understanding the GPS satellite constellation and the GPS signal
modulation, which is based on BPSK modulation. This thread led to investigating the
BOC modulation, Galileo signal processing and finding out the difference/overhead
between these types of modulations.
The effect of a multipath signal on the GPS signal tracking process and the
techniques/algorithms that were proposed to mitigate the multipath effect have been
studied and explored in this research. The purpose of this study is to comprehend the
signal processing of the tracking signals as well as to understand the multipath effect,
especially the function of the early-late correlator inside the DLL.
Then, as shown in Figure 1-2, the following researches investigated the GPS signal
acquisition (such as Serial Search Acquisition, Parallel Frequency Space Search
Acquisition, Parallel Code Phase/FFT Search Acquisition, Matched Filter Search
Acquisition and other researchers’ methods). Dilution of Precision (DOP) and the
BPS technique have also been investigated. In particular, in the BPS technique the
research focused on how to capitalise on the BPS technique to sample multi-GNSS
signal and the folded frequency calculation in the FNZ.
Since October 2011 there have been two primary working areas to develop new
algorithms or methods, which are compatible in combining multi-GNSS signals, and
as follows:
1. Processing GNSS signals based on BPS technique.
2. Processing GNSS signals based on CS technique.
Proposing two approaches concluded the progress based on BPS technique, and these
approaches are proposed to detect multi-GNSS signal (GPS-L1, Galileo-E1 and
GLONASS-CDMA-L1 signals). The detection in the first approach, which was
contributed by my colleague Mr Maher Al-Aboodi (PhD candidate at the University of
Buckingham), is based on using Volterra Series, more details in [5]. While, the second

approach takes the advantage of the signal modulations, like the BPSK modulation
and BOC modulation, to fold the GNSS signals without overlapping between them in
the FNZ, by filtering the side lobe of the BOC signals.
5

Figure 1-2 Time vs. research progress and publications
6

Other implementations also utilised BPS technique to receive the Galileo-OS signal.
These implementations introduce new methods to acquire this Galileo signal. The
first method “ESCE” is designed to:
1. Overcome the ambiguity issue when acquiring Galileo signal at ≥ 0.5 Chip
resolution.
2. Enhance the probability of detection.
3. Accelerate the acquisition process.
4. Enable existing GPS receivers to acquire the Galileo signals without large
overhead.
The second method “OGSR” focused on joining both data and pilot Galileo signal to
acquire them in a single correlation chain. In this method, the data and pilot Galileo
signals were combined in the orthogonal format, by shifting the phase of a copy of the
received signals by 90-degrees and then adding it to the original received signal. The
motivation of having an orthogonal signal is to:
1.

Reduce the cost of the acquisition process by saving valuable resources.

2.

Maintain the 3dB power of the received two signals.

3.

Decrease the acquisition time.

4.

Provide a cost effective implementation algorithm for Smartphone’s software
receiver.

In each method, the Galileo signal has been developed firstly in the simulation
environment using MATLAB Simulink-based platform and then in real wireless
communication channel using the Signalion HaLo-430 platform.
The second research area is based on the CS technique. The main challenge is how to
utilise this technique that has been specifically proposed for image processing, to be
used in the signal processing. In this particular research part, DCSR a dynamic GPS
signal acquisition based on CS was implemented. The reasons for having a dynamic
design are:
1. The dynamic scenario becomes very usual nowadays especially in the
Smartphone or in the navigation devices.
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2. All of the algorithms in the typical solutions are designed with either fixed
number of correlators or fixed length of the data used in the acquisition.
Increasing one of these algorithm parameters causes an increase in the
processing time.
This designed receiver overcomes these static limitations, where in our DCSR
implementation the receiver location determines the number of required channels, i.e.
minimum number of channels is adopted when GPS receiver is located outdoors and
vice versa. The other implementation “GCSR” proposes to enhance the previous work
by utilising a deterministic matrix to improve the orthogonality in the sensing
channels. Different deterministic matrices were used such as Hadamard matrix and
Jacket matrix, and both of them have the same performance.
The experience of using CS to acquire GPS signal resulted in finding a new way that
can offer further savings in terms of processing time and memory requirements. A
new implementation was proposed to acquire GPS signal only (SCSSR) by
decomposing the dictionary matrix. The dictionary matrix represents a bank of
correlators, which are used to determine the satellite number, code phase delay and
frequency Doppler shift. The decomposition is achieved by making carrier frequency
fixed for all generated PRN codes. For that reason, we have modified the search
algorithm, the OMP algorithm that is used in most of the CS-based implementations
to search in two dimensions rather than in one dimension. Significant savings were
achieved in this work by generating a bank of codes rather than a bank of correlators.
To capitalise on this saving, we then investigated how to use this process for
acquiring multi-GNSS signal (CSSR), the GPS-C/A-code and the Galileo-OS-code
signals. Even though, the GPS-C\A signal and the Galileo-OS signal have different
modulation techniques (BPSK and BOC) but they share the same centre frequency.
Nevertheless the SCCSR implementation and the ESCE method make combining two
GNSS signals in single CS framework easier. Both of the GPS and Galileo signals
have first been generated in the simulation environment using MATLAB Simulinkbased platform. Then both signals are transmitted and received in realistic
environments using the Signalion HaLo-430 platform.
I would like to acknowledge the combined efforts of the University of Buckingham
and Ghent University. The European Cooperation Science and Technology (COST)
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group graciously offered me a grant in November 2014 to test my proposed methods
in the laboratory at Ghent University. During this visit, I used the Signalion HaLo430 platform to send and receive real-time GNSS signals in a realistic environment.
In point of fact, various scenarios were collected to validate the performance of my
proposed methods.

Research novelties and achievements
During this 4-year research study, the following papers and novelties were published
with fellow researchers within the Department of Applied Computing at The
University of Buckingham:
1. Maher Al-Aboodi, Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami, “ GPS, Galileo and
GLONASS L1 signal detection algorithms based on bandpass sampling
techniques”. Ultra Modern Telecommunications and Control Systems and
Workshops (ICUMT), 2012 IEEE 4th International Congress, pp. 255-261.

2. Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami, “DCSR: A dynamic channel and resolution
sampling for a Compressive Sensing receiver to acquire GPS signals”.
Microwaves,

Communications,

Antennas

and

Electronics

Systems

(COMCAS), 2013 IEEE International Conference, pp. 1-5.

3. Ihsan Lami, Ali Albu-Rghaif, Maher Al-Aboodi, “GCSR: A GPS Acquisition
Technique

using

Compressive

Sensing

enhanced

implementation”.

International Journal of Engineering and Innovative Technology (IJEIT),
2013, vol. 3, no. 5, pp. 250-255.

4. Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami, "Novel Dictionary Decomposition to Acquire
GPS Signals Using Compressed Sensing". International Conference on
Network Computing and Applications (ICNCA), 2014 IEEE International
Conference pp. 1-5.

5. Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami, Maher Al-Aboodi,

Patrick Van Torre,

Hendrik Rogier “Galileo Signals Acquisition Using Enhanced Subcarrier
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Elimination Conversion and Faster Processing”. In the 3rd Computing,
Communication and Information Technology (CCIT) conference, 2015.

6. Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami, Maher Al-Aboodi “OGSR: A Low Complexity
Galileo Software Receiver using Orthogonal Data and Pilot Channels”. In
the 3rd Computing, Communication and Information Technology (CCIT)
conference, 2015.
7. Ali Albu-Rghaif, Ihsan Lami “CSSR: a 2FOR1 Compressive Sensing
Software Receiver with combined correlation for GPS-CA and Galileo-OS
signals”. In The Institute of Navigation (ION+GNSS) 2015.

8. Maher Al-Aboodi, Ihsan Lami, Ali Albu-Rghaif, Patrick Van Torre, Hendrik
Rogier “A Single Acquisition Channel Receiver for GPS L1CA and L2C
Signals Based on Orthogonal Signal Processing”. In The Institute of
Navigation (ION+GNSS) 2015.

1.2 Thesis organization
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter two provides the concept of the bandpass sampling receiver and presents
our “quick-early GNSS signal detection” implementation. In this chapter we shall
explain how we overcome the overlapping amongst the GPS, Galileo and GLONASS
L1-signals in the FNZ in order to make each signal have distinct folded frequency,
which makes signal detection easier.
Chapter three explains the acquisition ambiguity when acquiring Galileo-OS signal
at 0.5 Chip and discusses the mostly used solutions proposed to overcome this issue.
In addition, we shall describe our new ECSE unambiguous method. Our analysis
focuses on one hand, on the cross-correlation function compared with ambiguous
solutions, and on the other hand, on the performance and complexity with commonly
used solutions.
Chapter four presents our novel OGSR method that combines the data and the pilot
Galileo signals in an orthogonal format. The method structure and the mathematical
model are also explained. The assessment in this particular method introduces an
10

experiment study to determine the appropriate threshold that must be used in the
acquisition using frequency-domain search algorithm.
Chapter five describes the main concept of the CS technique and reviews the latest
solutions that are proposed based on CS. This chapter comprises two solutions that
are designed to acquire the GPS-C/A-code signal. The first solution is the novel
DSCR that dynamically resizes both of the CS sensing channels number and the
measurement matrix according to the received power of the GPS signal. This
dynamic design adds more freedom to manipulate and assign the required resources
to be prepared when acquiring GPS signal outdoors and indoors. The second solution
is the GCSR that has been designed to improve the sensing matrix by utilising a
deterministic matrix in such GPS receiver.
Chapter six details the study of decomposing the CS-dictionary matrix of the GPS
signal, followed by reviewing the multi-GNSS signal receivers. Acquiring MultiGNSS signals and single GNSS signal implementations are explained in this chapter.
The evaluation of both implementations focuses on the probability of detection,
computational complexity and the frequency resolution.
Chapter seven concludes our work and highlights the significant achievements, as
well as pointing out the potential directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Multi-GNSS Signal Detection
The GNSS signals that reach a receiver are weak even when outdoors, which are
under the noise level of around -130 dBm [6]. In a typical GNSS receiver, acquiring
the signal requires hundreds of correlators to be prepared for hardware
implementation or it involves a lot of digital processing in software implementation.
In addition, when the GNSS-receiver is located in bad reception area or indoors, the
received signal degrades by about (25-30) dB [7]. This causes the receiver to thrash
all its available resources to find the signal, based on filtering or guessing algorithms,
and dependent on the receiver architecture. As a result, the acquisition process drains
the receiver’s resources, such as battery energy.
Moreover, multi-signal GNSS (including GPS and GLONASS) solutions are
nowadays rolling out in most Smartphones. Solutions that implement these various
GNSS-receivers side-by-side will be costly (processing, power, area, etc.) and will
still mean that only one signal type is processed at a time. Hence, the key
requirements for any GNSS solution on a Smartphone are integration in a small size;
take advantage of all the GNSS signals available while using minimum power, and to
be low cost. BPS receiver's architecture is a good fit, and so it is more likely to meet
these requirements since it is designed to handle multi-signals in a single RF chain
[8]. However, most of the proposed implementations are based on combining multiGNSS signal that transmit at different frequency bands, as detailed in Section 2.2.
Resultant, a higher sampling frequency is required to sample these signals, because
they occupy different information bandwidths. To clarify that, GPS-L1 signal
accommodates 2MHz information bandwidth and GPS-L5 accommodates 24MHz
information bandwidth. Therefore, the required processing time for the GPS-L1
signal will be at least 10 times if it is combined with the GPS-L5 signal, since the
minimum sampling frequency when combined with these signals based on BPS
technique will be at least 52MHz if there is non-overlapping between these signals.
While if the GPS-L1 signal combines for example with Galileo-E1 signal the
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minimum sampling frequency will be equal to 12MHz, and 4MHz if it is not
combined as explained in Section 2.1.
In order to minimise the processing overhead, detecting multi-GNSS signal prior to
the DSP, i.e. in RF front-end, would prepare the processing algorithms like
acquisition and tracking of the GNSS receiver for dealing with the available GNSS
signals only.

2.1 Basic concept of the Bandpass Sampling technique
The BPS is a technique that eliminates the need for analogue mixers, as used in
traditional receiver’s design [9], by bringing the ADC as close as possible to the
antenna as shown below in Figure 2-1. This is achieved by folding the "information
band" at the centre frequency of the received signal (or at the "information band" at
the centre frequencies of the received signals in the case of a multi-signal BPSR) to
the FNZ without any requirement to the down-conversion process. Therefore, it is
important to choose a suitable sampling frequency to prevent overlapping of the
signal with itself or with other signals in a multi-signal BPSR scenario in the FNZ.
Consequently, this makes multi-signal BPSR a good candidate for use in the SDR and
cognitive radio [10].

Figure 2-1 BPS receiver
Practically, the minimum sampling frequency based on BPS has to be double the
bandwidth of the received signals [11]. This means that the sampling frequency is a
fraction of the Nyquist rate and much less than the carrier frequency of the received
signal. Equation (2.1) shows the mathematical relationship defining the folding of the
carrier frequency to the FNZ.
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,
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is the folded frequency,

is the sampling frequency,

is

the carrier frequency, fix(a) is the truncated portion of argument a,
and rem(a,b) is the reminder after dividing a by b.
Figure

2-2

and

Figure

2-3

show

the

flowcharts

of

calculating

the

appropriate/minimum folding frequency to the FNZ without overlapping for:
a) The single signal with itself.
b) The multi signals with each other or with itself.
The main differences between these two algorithms are:
1- For the single signal it is equal to double the information band, while for multi
signals the initial sampling frequency is equal to double the summation of
information bandwidths.
2- The last check in the multi signal algorithm is to check if there is any
overlapping between folded signals.
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Figure 2-2 Selecting the sampling frequency of a single signal
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Figure 2-3 Selecting the sampling frequency of multi signals
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2.2 Multi-GNSS signals receiver literature survey
Several technical integrations were designed and proposed for the multi-GNSS
receiver using single RF front-end and a design for multi-GNSS (GPS-CDMA and
GLONASS-FDMA) receiver was finalised [12]. These two signals were received in a
single chain, and then fed to the two bandpass filters to isolate their frequencies, as
depicted in Figure 2-4. The filter used for the GPS signal is centred on frequency of
1575.42MHz with 3.2MHz bandwidth, while the GLONASS signal’s filter was
designed to pass 1–12 channels and is therefore it centred at 1605.656MHz with
7.5MHz bandwidth to accommodate the frequencies of these 12 channels. Then the
filtered signals were combined and finally sampled by a single ADC at 22MHz
sample rate in comparison to the 3.2GHz is required in the traditional sampling. In
effect, these signals are ideal for BPS concept based receiver, as their frequencies will
not overlap in the FNZ.

Figure 2-4 BPS receiver of multi-GNSS signals
In the same vein, an L1 (1575.42MHz), L2 (1227.6MHz) and L5 (1176.45MHz) GPS
signals are combined in the SDR solutions based BPS receiver and have been
successfully implemented in the front-end [13]. Three bandpass filters with 24MHz
bandwidth for each filter are used in this designed to filter the signals based on their
bands. Then the resultant filtered signals are combined and fed to a single ADC. The
minimum sampling frequency is 221MHz, where below this rate there is overlapping
between two or three signals’ bands. While, 32MHz, 40MHz and 50MHz bandpass
filters are used for the Galileo E1 (1575.42MHz), E5 (1191.795MHz) and E6
(1278.75MHZ) signals respectively and the minimum sampling frequency that is
found without overlapping between these Galileo signals is 331MHz.
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Similarly, GPS L1, L2 and L5 signals and Galileo E1, E5 and E6 signals were
combined in a GNSS receiver based SDR solution [14]. A BPS receiver has been
exploited to sample all the mentioned bands. The minimum sampling frequency is the
key parameter of this implementation, and finding minimum sample rate would
reduce the required processing time in the DSP stage. The minimum sample rate in
this design is 110MHz to accommodate the information band of the L5-GPS and E5Galileo signals. Even though, this sample rate is the minimum rate for these bands, it
is still wasteful for the L1-GPS signal that needs at least 4MHz sample rate.
In the same way, a multi-GNSS receiver was designed based on BPS receiver to
receive and sample GPS and Galileo signals. Three bandpass filters have been used to
filter multi-frequencies L1/E1, L2 and L5/E5 in independent channels [15]. The
filtered signals are then combined and sampled. The sampling frequency range
considered in this design is 158-227MHz. Unlike the previous work, this work
focuses on analysing the noise, gain and linearity of the RF components rather than
determining minimum sample rate. By contrast, multi-frequency GNSS receiver was
proposed to receive GPS and Galileo signals and to reduce the sampling frequency of
these GNSS signals, “the L1, L2 and L5 GPS frequencies and E1 and E5 Galileo
frequencies” [16]. These signals have been received and passed to multi-bandpass
filter and then sampled. This work is based on determining the minimum sampling
frequency that satisfies non-overlapping in FNZ for the folded signals, as well as the
non-interference errors among these signals. The range of minimum sampling
frequency obtained in this work is 111-222.5 MHZ, which is lower than the range of
the previous work. In spite of that these two implementations also introduce a
complexity to the DSP stage by using high sample rate for the L1/E1 signals.
The drawback in the previous implementations has been overcome in a
reconfigurable direct conversion front-end, i.e. choosing sample rate that is
proportional to the information band, to handle the GPS (L1, L2 and L5) and the
Galileo (E1and E5) signals [17]. This design is able to select these signals based on
four operating modes. Switching between these 4-modes is based on changing the
rate of the sampling frequency manually, based on the required setup. Modes 1 and 2
handle the GPS signals with 3.125MHz and 6.25MHz sample rate respectively.
While, modes 3 and 4 have 12.5MHz and 25MHz sample rate respectively to handle
the Galileo signals alone or the GPS+Galileo signals. This solution copes with the
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handicap in the previous works by changing the setting/sample rate according to the
requirements. Correspondingly, a configurable multi-GNSS receiver was also
designed to receive GPS/Galileo/Compass signals in single RF front-end chain. This
multi-GNSS receiver can receive L1, E1, B1 (1561.098MHz), B2 (1207.14MHz) and
B3 (1268.52MHz) frequencies with filter bandwidth 24MHz to dominate all the
bandwidths of these signals. The GNSS signals in this receiver are down-converted to
the IF of 46MHz by utilising a reconfigurable local oscillator signal [18].
On the other hand, the L1/L2 GNSS receiver was designed to receive the GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo signals using two side-by-side RF front-ends [19]. The first
front-end was for L1-GPS/Galileo/GLONASS signals while the second one was for
the L2-GPS/GLONASS signals. The signal acquisition, tracking and demodulation
are based on SDR implementation, where the FPGA software is used to design a
programmable GNSS receiver. Likewise a combining multi-GNSS signal was
implemented based on dual software receiver to receive L1 and L2 bands signals,
which are GLONASS-FDMA (1602MHz for L1 and 1246MHz for L2) and GPSCDMA (L1) signals [20]. This implementation was based on using two splitters, i.e.
each signal samples and demodulates separately. The use of the frequency splitters
makes this design equivalent to using two RF chains process for each GNSS signal.
In these two implementations, it can be overcome the side-by-side implementation by
employing a BPS technique to handle these multi-GNSS frequency bands.

2.3 Multi-GNSS signal detection setup
The conducted literature review shows that the previous implementations were
designed to prevent the overlapping between multi-GNSS signals that transmit at
different frequency bands. Actually, these previous works are categorised the signals
based on the transmission system, such as GPS group (GPS-L1, GPS-L2 and GPS-L5
signals) or Galileo group (Galileo-E1 and Galileo-E5 signals).
This work is concerned with the GNSS signals that share the same frequency band as
well as focuses on detecting multi-GNSS signal by the receiver at an early stage. This
will help the DSP to organize the resources according to available GNSS signals only,
as shown in Figure 2-5. Therefore, avoid chasing any GNSS signals that do not exist.
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Figure 2-5 Difference between our and general processing
Two quick-early-detection approaches are designed that sense multi-GNSS signals in
a single view by measuring the power of all available received signals prior to the
acquisition stage and based on the BPS technique. Each approach samples the
received GNSS signals at specific sampling frequency and according to the approach
setup as follows:
1- 1st Approach: Folding the whole bandwidth of the three GNSS L1- signals: A)
the GPS-C/A-BPSK, B) the Galileo-OS-BOC(1,1) and 3) the modernization
GLONASS-BOC(2,2) to the FNZ, with isolation between signal frequencies
and their harmonics. The appropriate sampling rate chosen is 92.07MHz. This
approach is jointly developed with my co-research colleague Mr. Maher AlAboodi [5].
2- 2nd Approach: Folding the Galileo and GLONASS BOC signals with the GPS
BPSK signal will result in overlapping of these frequencies when excited for a
BPSR in the FNZ, with sampling frequency 34.782MHz. This overlapping can
be eliminated by filtering out the lower/left-sideband/lobe of the Galileo signal
as well as the upper/right-sideband/lobe of the GLONASS signal. Our second
approach combines these filtered single-lobe signals with the 3rd harmonic of
the GPS signal to avoid overlapping of these signals in FNZ of a BPSR.
The mathematical representation of the GLONASS BOC(2,2) used in this simulation
has the same mathematical representation to the formula of the Galileo signal, but
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with different values for the bit rate being at 50 bits/s, chipping rate is 2.046 MHz,
and the subcarrier frequency at 2.046MHz.
The signal simulations of the approach are implemented by using MATLAB
software. Seven scenarios were used to test our approach, and these scenarios are
based on satellite transmissions from GPS (C/A-BPSK), Galileo (OS-BOC (1,1)) and
GLONASS (BOC (2,2)) using CDMA with a centre frequency of 1575.42 MHz, as
shown in Table 2-1.
Note that, in all the following simulation results, the power spectrum density figures
are estimated using the Welch algorithm available within MATLAB.
Table 2-1 Scenarios setup
Scenario

GNSS Signals

CDMA transmission from

available
1

3

GPS + Galileo + GLONASS

2

2

GPS + GLONASS

3

2

Galileo + GLONASS

4

2

GPS + Galileo

5

1

GLONASS

6

1

Galileo

7

1

GPS

2.3.1 BPSR-Side lobe filtering (BPSR-SLF) approach
1. BPSR-SLF approach setup
The BPSR-SLF approach focuses on detecting the power peaks of all GNSS signals
present in the FNZ. This is achieved by removing the overlapping between all the
folded GNSS signals in the FNZ so to ensure that the detection of the signals is easier
and faster. Therefore, the SSB of the Galileo and the GLONASS BOC signals are
used in this approach. The SSB is produced due to using the subcarrier frequency in
the BOC modulation. i.e. the subcarrier offers a split the power spectrum of the BOC
signal into two symmetrical components around the centre frequency that makes
these SSB signals. Furthermore, splitting the DSB into SSBs will remove the effect of
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the subcarrier frequency and make each sideband represents a BPSK signal, like the
GPS signal [21], or the two SSB can be shifted to the centre frequency, by ±
subcarrier frequency, resulting in each sideband of this BOC is like the BPSK signal
[22]. Based on that, this approach proposes a way to prevent the overlapping between
the chosen GNSS signals. This approach filters out the left-sideband of the Galileo
signal and right-sideband of the GLONASS signals, where the reverse of this process
is also possible. This filtering must assure the correct choice of the sampling
frequency to guarantee there is non-overlapping between these two signals with the
3rd harmonic of the GPS signal. We chose the 3rd GPS harmonic because using GPS
signal at the fundamental frequency will produce an overlapping between the three
signals (GPS, Galileo, and GLONASS), where the folding frequency will be located
at 9.207MHz. However, the power of the 3rd harmonic is lower than the power of the
fundamental frequency but it can still be distinguished in the FNZ [23].
The receiver front-end configuration of the BPSR-SLF approach is implemented in
MATLAB, as shown in Figure 2-6. The simulated signals are passed through an
AWGN channel. The first three BPF are used to obtain right-sideband of the Galileo
signal, left-sideband of the GLONASS signal and the GPS signal. Then, the filtered
signals are amplified by using an LNA (38dB and 3dB noise figure). A 10-bit ADC
converts the amplified signals to their digital form. This configuration uses a
sampling frequency of 34.782MHz to ensure non-overlapping between the three
GNSS signals in the FNZ, as illustrated in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-6 BPSR-SLF Multi-GNSS Signals BPS Receiver
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Figure 2-7 BPSR-SLF GNSS folded bands to the FNZ

2. BPSR-SLF approach results and discussion
The seven scenarios, shown above in Table 2-1, are used to test this approach. In
these tests, the BPSR will deal with input signals as three distinct GNSS signals i.e.
each signal has a separate folded frequency in the FNZ. As shown in Figure 2-8, these
signals have three distinct power peaks present in the FNZ, and as follows:
1. The 1st power peak is centred at 4.092MHz (GPS signal) with a bandwidth of
2MHz.
2. The 2nd power peak is at 8.184MHz (GLONASS signal) with a bandwidth of
4MHz.
3. The 3rd power peak is at 11.253MHz (Galileo signal) with a bandwidth of
2MHz.
Also, there is no overlapping between these power peaks and Figure 2-8 proves that
three signals are simultaneously excited to our BPSR.
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Figure 2-8 Power spectrums of GPS, Galileo and GLONASS signals
The results of the scenarios (2, 3 and 4) from Table 2-1 are illustrated in Figure 2-9,
Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. In these scenarios the frequency domain proves that
there are two separate power peaks existing in the FNZ of any two signals processed
by our BPSR.

Figure 2-9 Power spectrums of GPS and GLONASS signals
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Figure 2-10 Power spectrums of Galileo and GLONASS signals

Figure 2-11 Power spectrums of GPS and Galileo signals
The results of the remaining scenarios (5, 6 and 7) are illustrated in Figure 2-12,
Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14. The power distribution of the received signals in these
figures proves that there is only single signal power peak present in the FNZ from our
BPSR. The position of this power peak determines the type of the received signal
since each one has different folded frequency.
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Figure 2-12 Power spectrum of GLONASS signal

Figure 2-13 Power spectrum of Galileo signal

Figure 2-14 Power spectrum of GPS signal
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2.4 Concluding remarks on early detection
In this chapter, an early GNSS signals detection was designed, and introduced a rapid
early detection of available GNSS signals at the RF front-end. Such implementation
filters out the left-sideband of the Galileo signal and the right-sideband of the
GLONASS signal. This prevents the overlapping between these two folded signals
with the 3rd harmonic of the GPS signal in the FNZ, which easily detects the
available GNSS signals. Simulation results show that the proposed approach is a good
candidate for GNSS signals detection in the RF front-end. This eliminates the need to
search and process signals that are not available at the time, thus saving valuable
resources and power.
This work has been presented by my supervisor Dr Ihsan Lami in the Ultra Modern
Telecommunications and Control Systems and Workshops (ICUMT), 2012 4th
International Congress on Friday, October 5,2012.
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Chapter 3
Unambiguous Galileo-OS signal Acquisition
The BOC modulation has been adopted in modern GNSS transmissions such as GPSM-code and Galileo-OS-code signals. This modulation is designed to help such signal
tracking process to mitigate the multipath signal over that of the GPS-C/A code
signal. This will therefore enhance the localisation accuracy in a harsh environment.
BOC signal is also designed to share an available frequency band with other GNSS
signals, like GPS-C/A-code signal and Galileo-OS-code signal.
To generate the BOC modulated signal, the PRN code must be multiplied with a
rectangular subcarrier. The resulting BOC signal power spectrum is separated into
two symmetric side-lobes placed above and below the centre frequency. For instance,
the power spectrum of the BOC Galileo-OS represents two BPSK signals, i.e. two
corresponding BPSK GPS-C/A signals, as illustrated in Figure 3-1.
Our research focuses on the BOC Galileo-OS signal. This signal consists of two
channels, where each channel has different components. The first one is called “data
channel (B)” that comprises the navigation message D"#_% , data’s primary code

C"#_% and subcarrier frequency S( . The second channel is called “pilot channel

(C)” and includes two pilot codes, primary and secondary

C"#_) and subcarrier

frequency S) . These channels are then combined and shipped simultaneously at E1
carrier (1575.42MHz), as depicted in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-1 Power spectrum of the Galileo-OS and the GPS-C/A signals
The Galileo-OS signal uses the CBOC modulation, which means multi-level
spreading symbols formed from the weighted sum of BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) as
expressed by the following equations [24].
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represents the BOC(1,1) spreading symbols, *+,-

>,#

represents the BOC(6,1) spreading symbols, and : is the code chip

duration.

Note that, the typical notation for BOC modulation is BOC(m,n ), where (m)
represents the ratio of the subcarrier frequency (f@) ) to 1.023MHz and (n) represents

the ratio of the chipping rate (f) ) to 1.023MHz. For example, a BOC(1,1) means both
the subcarrier frequency and the chipping rate are equal to 1.023MHz.
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Figure 3-2 Modulation Scheme for the Galileo-OS Signal
These BOCs modulations types are used for both the data channel (S( ) and for the
pilot channel (S) ) as expressed in equations (3.3) and (3.4) respectively.
AB = C *+,A = C *+,-

#,#

#,#

+ E *+,-

− E *+,-

>,#

3. 3

>,#

3. 4

where C and E are the power parameters to control the combined
power of the data and pilot channels and are equal to F10⁄11,

F1⁄11 respectively.

The mathematical representation of the transmitted CBOC signal is shown in
equation (3.5) and as described in the Galileo Signal-In-Space Interface Control
Document (SIS-ICD) [25].
X"# =

1

√2

Le"#_% t S( − e"#_O t S) Pcos 2πf"# t

where TU# represents the CBOC Galileo E1 signal, the
U#_-

3. 5
U#_+

and

are the binary signal components (the navigation message and

primary/secondary codes) and
signal at 1.57542GHz.

U#

is the carrier frequency of the E1

The CBOC Galileo signal received at the user end is therefore represented as:
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XV = ALe"#_% n: − Y S( − e"#_O n: − Y S) P
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n:
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d
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3. 6

represent the received signal, the

amplitude of the received signal, number of samples, sampling period,
code phase delay, Doppler frequency shift and additive white
Gaussian noise respectively.

I have studied this signal in terms of how it is modulated, received at RF front-end,
acquired and tracked. My main interest area is the acquisition stage, because
understanding the boundaries of the acquisition process and its requirement might
enable combining this signal with other GNSS signals, such as GPS-C\A signal.
According to the literature on this particular signal, I have found that the acquisition
process comprises two technical aspects:
1. Acquisition becomes ambiguous when the code phase resolution is equal to
0.5 Chip or higher (see Section 3.1). The previous solutions overcome the
acquisition ambiguity but at the expense of a complex implementation and/or
degrade the power of the received signal by around 3dB (see Section 3.2). To
tackle these limitations we have designed a new unambiguous method called
“Enhanced Subcarrier Elimination Conversion (ESCE)” to acquire Galileo-OS
signal. Our ESCE method eliminates the subcarrier frequency to overcome the
acquisition ambiguity.
2. The Galileo signal consists of two channels that comprise data and pilot
signals, as illustrated in Figure 3-2, ignoring one of these channels leads to a
3dB power loss that is important when acquiring this signal in multipath
environments, such as urban areas. The time-domain solution requires 4correlation channels to acquire this signal, while the frequency-domain
solution needs 2-correlation channels. Chapter four will describe how we
overcome this complex implementation by designing an orthogonal joining
method that requires only single correlation chain to combine these signals.
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3.1 Galileo-OS signal correlation process and ambiguity
condition
As described in the previous section, the power spectrum of the resulting BOC
Galileo-OS signal is separated around the centre frequency. This separation
consequently appears at the receiver end when correlating the received BOC Galileo
signal with the generated BOC Galileo signal. As depicted in Figure 3-3, the result in
correlation domain will have additional undesired side-peaks besides the main peak
that we want. The width of each peak is designed to be equivalent to one-third of the
GPS-C/A signal’s peak; in order to enhance the signal tracking accuracy [26], i.e. the
range of measurement error would be reduced by factor equal to 3.
Note that, the CBOC signals can be processed either with a CBOC generated signal
or with a BOC (1,1) generated signal [27].

Figure 3-3 The cross-correlation function of the Galileo-BOC and the GPS-BPSK
signals
On the other hand, the BOC designers have pointed out that the CCF becomes
ambiguous when the received signal is correlated with the reference BOC signal at
code phase resolutions of 0.5 Chip or higher. Where, with fewer generated peaks at
this resolution, the acquisition process may lock to the wrong peaks or miss the signal
detection when the correlated peak (the false peak) does not exceed a certain
threshold [28], as depicted in Figure 3-4. Therefore, the receiver should ensure that
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the right peak is acquired to reduce the synchronisation time with the received signal
in the tracking process.
To overcome this ambiguous correlation problem, the most commonly used solutions
recommend that:
1. The code’s phase resolution must be divided by 3 to achieve the same
correlation results as normally obtained with the GPS-C/A signal, which
means more processing time is required.
2. The BOC signal is processed as two BPSK signals. As a result, this approach
requires double processing, and that leads to complicating the acquisition
implementation.

Figure 3-4 Ambiguity problem when chip resolution ≥0.5 Chip

3.2 Common acquisition algorithms for the GNSS signals
Before reviewing the unambiguous methods, this section will give a brief discretion
of the commonly used algorithms to acquire the GNSS signals.
Generally, in order to know the presence of the GNSS signals, the signal acquisition
must be used to determine the number of visible satellites with respect to the position
of the GNSS receiver [29]. A conventional GNSS receiver generates a replica PRN
code and carrier frequency within a range of Doppler frequencies (±4KHz) to acquire
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the GNSS signal [30]. Signal detection is successful when the generated PRN codes
are aligned with received code in the incoming signal, and the locally generated
frequency matches the frequency of the received signal.
There are different algorithms to acquire the GNSS signals, such as serial search,
parallel frequency search, parallel code phase, matched filter search and differential
algorithm. The following sections give a brief explanation of the commonly used
algorithms to acquire the GNSS signals.

I. Serial search algorithm
The serial search algorithm relies on a hardware implementation. As shown in
Figure 3-5, the received GNSS signal multiplies with the replica PRN code
sequence for a particular satellite. Then the output multiplies with the locally
generated carriers, which are the in-phase and the quadrature-phase carriers [31].
Both channels are integrated according to the code length of received signal.
Finally, each branch is squared separately then they are added together at the end
of the acquisition process. The detection is successful when the output exceeds a
certain threshold.

Figure 3-5 Block diagram of the serial search algorithm
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II. Parallel code phase search (FFT-search) algorithm
The FFT search algorithm is accomplished in a software implementation and the
correlation is based on the frequency domain to simplify and reduce the number
of combinations [32]. As shown in Figure 3-6, the received GNSS signal
multiplies with locally the in-phase (I) and the quadrature-phase (Q) generated
carriers. The I and the Q outputs are then combined and transformed to the
frequency domain using FFT transform. A replica PRN code sequence for
specific satellite is generated, then it is transformed to the frequency domain
using FFT transform, and the transformed PRN code is complex conjugated to be
multiplied with the transformed signal [33]. The result is inversed to the time
domain using IFFT transform, and the absolute output is squared to be compared
with a certain threshold.

Figure 3-6 Block diagram of parallel code phase (FFT) search algorithm

III. Matched filter search algorithm
Matched filter algorithm is more commonly used in the GPS receiver. The
received signal firstly gets rid of the carrier frequency by multiplying with a
complex local signal with specific Doppler shift, as shown below in Figure 3-7.
Then the samples fill the shift register to be correlated with local PRN code that
accumulates in the buffer of the matched filter. The correlation output is then
compared with a certain threshold to decide whether the signal is acquired or not
[34]. The acquisition accuracy based matched filter depends on the space cell in
the shift register, which is most often equal to 0.5 chip search step.
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Figure 3-7 Matched filter algorithm

3.3 Related unambiguous contributions literature survey
We have studied the research literature for resolving the ambiguity issue of the BOC
signals, focusing on recent and most widely used methods. It is clear that the authors
who formulated the BOC specification have actually described this ambiguity clearly
and pointed out possible solutions. The most obvious solution is to use chip resolution
of less than 0.5 Chip.
In an application attempt to resolve the ambiguity of the BOC(10,5)-GPS-M code
signal, the “dual sideband (DSB) method” was developed to acquire this signal as two
BPSK signals [21]. As illustrated in Figure 3-8, this method is based on using two
filters to filter the upper and the lower sidebands. Thus, each sideband is now
rate (5 ∗ 1.023MHz). The acquisition is then accomplished through two distinct

repressing a BPSK(5) signal approximately, where number five refers to the chipping

correlation channels for the upper and lower sidebands. Each of these channels
correlates the filtered received signal with a filtered BOC generated signal, where the
generated BOC signal is constructed by multiplying the replica PRN-code with the
subcarrier frequency. Finally, after summing the outputs of these channels, the shape
of the result CCF is approximately like the shape of the BPSK CCF.
However, this method suffers from the undesirable noise that is introduced by using
these filters in the beginning and inside during the acquisition process. For the sake of
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comparison, I have implemented this method to highlight the requirements of this
method in terms of the processing time and the computational complexity.

Figure 3-8 Dual sideband method
Similarly, an unambiguous method called “BPSK-Like” was designed to reduce the
complexity and to eliminate the effect of the noise caused by using filters in the DSB
method [22]. This is achieved by using a single filter rather than two filters, where the
bandwidth of this filter accommodates both of these upper and lower sideband
signals. As shown in Figure 3-9, these sidebands are then shifted to the centre

frequency by the amount of the subcarrier frequency (∓f@) ). Then the shifted signals

are correlated in two parallel channels with the generated BPSK-modulated code, i.e.
only the code without the subcarrier frequency.

However, this method only works with an even BOC modulation order ( N%kO ,

where N%kO = 2f@) ⁄f) ). In addition, the use of a single-sideband signal results in 3dB

degradation in the SNR of the received signal, but if these sideband correlations are
summed then the loss can be partially compensated.
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Figure 3-9 BPSK-Like method
To overcome the limitation of the BPSK-Like method, additional conditions are
introduced to the BPSK-Like method. Hence, these conditions make the BPSK-Like
method work for both even and odd BOC modulation orders [35]. This distinction is
realized by determining the amount of the shifting frequency ( δf@) ), where δ depends
on the BOC modulation order and equals to:
δ=

1
if N%kO even, sin and cos − BOC
N%kO − 1
if N%kO odd, sinBOC
N%kO
N%kO + 1
if N%kO odd, cosBOC
N%kO

To reduce the complexity of the above DSB and BPSK-Like methods, three proposals
have been designed for “Low Complexity (LoCo)” implementations [36].

The

concept behind all of these three proposals is based on shifting the received BOC
signal to the zero frequency and then generating a BPSK-PRN replica code. What
distinguishes the different proposals is the way of using the filters. In the first
proposal (modified-DSB), the numbers of filters are reduced by generating BPSKPRN code rather than generating filtered BOC-PRN code. The second proposal
(modified-BPSK-Like) introduces extra filters to overcome the BOC modulation
order. The third proposal does not use any filtering. Note that, the number of filters
used in both modified-DSB and modified-BPSK-Like are equal for the dual or the
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single sideband; also their computational complexities are same and less than the
DSB and BPSK-Like methods. Nevertheless, these proposals do not reach the same
performance as the DSB method, albeit they reduce the implementation complexity.
Equally, a cyclically shift-and-combine unambiguous acquisition method was
designed based on the BPSK-Like method [37]. The concept of this method is to
reduce the length of the correlated code via cycling the generated code L times then
combining the shifted codes and finally dividing the combined codes into L sections,
where the L parameter should be a common divisor of the Galileo length code. The
idea behind it is to reduce the dimension of the correlation by a factor equal to L if the
signal is detected in the first shift. On the other hand, the process of cycling and
combining the code would decrease the level of orthogonality between the Galileo
codes because the full code for each satellite is designed to be orthogonal with other
satellites full codes or with the same code if the code phase shift is more than 1 Chip.
As is obvious, the previous methods depend on acquiring the BOC signal as a BPSK
signal through an early pre-processing. While, the “subcarrier phase cancelation
(SCPC)” method was designed to remove the subcarrier frequency effect from the
BOC signal in the acquisition process [38]. Figure 3-10 shows the block diagram of
SCPC implementation, the received BOC signal multiplied by the in-phase and
quadrature-phase carrier frequency to get rid of the Doppler frequency shift. Then the
outputs are correlated with the local BOC signal-in-phase subcarrier and the local
BOC signal-quadrature-phase subcarrier. Unambiguous CCF can be then obtained
when all these in-phases and the quadrature-phases correlation channels are summed,
which is same as the CCF of the BPSK signal.
In contrast with the above DSB, BPSK-Like and LoCo methods, this method does not
depend on filtering process to correlate the single or double sidebands, but it does cost
more correlation channels, i.e. duplicates the numbers of required correlation
channels (the in-phases & quadrature-phases of the carrier frequency and the
subcarrier frequencies). In addition, the performance of this method does not reach
the performance of the BPSK-Like method.
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Figure 3-10 SCPC method
An analysis was conducted to evaluate the performance of the BPSK-Like methods,
and the SCPC method [39]. The evaluation was based on using same filter bandwidth
and the same scenarios. The BOC signals used in this assessment are BOC(1,1),
BOC(10,5) and BOC(15,2.5) signals. The PRN code is set to 1023 Chip for all these
signals and three integration times have been used which are 5, 10 and 20ms. The
results in the aforementioned analysis show that the BPSK-like method has
performances better than the SCPC method over all these signals and as follows:
1. The BOC(1,1) signal performance : BPSK-like method 1dB > than SCPC
method.
2. The BOC(10,5) signal performance: BPSK-like method 0.5dB >than SCPC
method.
3. The BOC(15,2.5) signal performance: BPSK-like method ≈ SCPC method.
To construct CCF equivalent to the BPSK’s CCF, the side-peaks effects have been
removed by using multi-stages of matched filter process [40]. The process of this
solution started by correlating the received BOC signal with the PRN code using
matched filter to produce BOC-CCF (three peaks). Then the BOC-CCF is squared;
and the two unwanted replicas are far from the main lobe by ∓2f@) . Then the squared

this makes the main peak, i.e. the peak in the middle, centred at the zero frequency

outputs are passed through another filter that composes three nonzero samples. This

stage will again generate seven nonzero samples, where the main sample/peak is also
centred at zero frequency, and on each side (right and left) there are three samples.
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These seven nonzero samples construct the unambiguous CCF that is equivalent to
the BPSK’s CCF.
Similarly, a side-peak cancelation method was suggested to eliminate the subcarrier
effect [41]. The method is based on correlating the received BOC signal with the
divided generated subcarrier signals in multi-stages. In each stage the received signal
is correlated with partial subcarrier signals. Note that, each chip is represented by the
combined data and pilot subcarrier frequencies. The number of stages is equal to (v-1)
where “v” represents the ratio of the second subcarrier frequency to the 1.023MHz,
i.e. in case of Galileo-OS signal there are 5 stages to eliminate the subcarrier
frequency effect. The unambiguous CCF was achieved when the whole correlations
between received and the divided generated signals are combined. Nevertheless, this
method requires more correlation due to a number of correlation stages that will
increase if the “v” value increased. In a different manner, side peaks were cancelled
by combining the correlation of two formats [42]. Practically, after removing the
carrier frequency, this method takes the summations of the correlations between the
received BOC signal with the generated BOC signal (PRN code x subcarrier) and the
generated PRN code (non-subcarrier). Then by taking the absolute value of the above
correlation this will eliminate the side peaks. The result of this process creates sharper
CCF than the GPS’s CCF. For the sake of comparison between this method and the
SCPC method, both methods have a same number of correlation channels but this
method needs more mixers than the SCPC method since it generates the subcarrier
and non-subcarrier signals.

3.4 Methodology of the ESCE method
As detailed in my literature survey (Section 3.3), the previous methods can be divided
into two groups. The first group deals with the BOC signal as a BPSK signal via
filtering or shifting processes such as DSB and LoCo methods. While, the second
group focuses on removing the subcarrier frequency inside the acquisition process
like SCPC method.
This section describes the methodology of our new ESCE method that eliminates the
subcarrier frequency for the BOC Galileo-OS signal by using the whole subcarrier
frequency. ESCE process tackles three technical aspects and as follows:
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I. Resolving the ambiguity
As shown in Figure 3-11, the process of the ESCE method starts by multiplying
the received Galileo signal by either the generated data channel’s subcarrier
(3.3) or by the generated pilot channel’s subcarrier (3.4). This process will
convert the BOC modulation to a BPSK like modulation, because we partially
remove the subcarrier frequency effect from the received data and the pilot
Galileo signal. Practically, the subcarrier removing process is equivalent to
shifting of the two side lobes to the centre frequency simultaneously. As a result,
this process shapes the envelope of the CCF from multiple peaks to a single
peak, as illustrated in Section (3.5.1).

Figure 3-11 The ESCE method
Therefore, the processing requirements of the converted signal are same as the
BPSK signal’s requirements, such as generating the carrier frequency and the
PRN-code only without the necessity of generating a subcarrier frequency.
Note that, the required code in this implementation is therefore either the
primary code of the data channel if the generated data channel’s subcarrier is
employed to eliminate the subcarrier frequency effect, or the primary code of the
pilot channel if the generated pilot channel’s subcarrier is used.

II. Enhancing the power of the received Galileo signal
The conducted literature review showed that the current unambiguous methods,
such as BPSK-Like and LoCo methods suffer from 3dB power degradation
when the shifting process applies to the received Galileo signal, as shown in
Figure 3-12. While, the other method that is based on filtering like DSB method
might lose 3dB if a single sideband is used to acquire the Galileo signal.
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Figure 3-12 Received vs. shifted Galileo signal
Therefore, to overcome the 3dB loss the two sidebands should be used to
compensate this power degradation. However, the overhead is a more complex
implementation because it needs two distinct correlation channels to handle each
sideband separately. In contrast, we have found that multiplying the subcarrier
frequency with the received Galileo-BOC signal not only removes the subcarrier
frequency effect but it enhances the power of the received Galileo signal
because the powers of the two shifted sidebands are also added together.
Therefore, the resulting output signal gained is at least 2dB, compared to the
actual received signal, as depicted in Figure 3-13. To illustrate that, let us
assume the normalised power of the left sideband equals to (1pows) and the
normalised power of right sideband equals (1pows) then the gain of the
combined sidebands equal to 3dB (G =10log10(2pows)). Consequently, this 2dB
power improvement will directly enhance the probability of the signal detection.
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Figure 3-13 Received vs. our conversion Galileo signal
III. Enabling GPS receiver to acquire Galileo signal
The GPS-CA code signal and Galileo-OS code signals share the same centre
frequency and they have the same chipping rate but enabling the GPS receiver to
acquire the Galileo signal requires an additional resource. For example, in timedomain implementation (unambiguous solution) the requirement is another
correlation channel to process the other sideband signal. While, in frequency
domain implementation the requirements are a subcarrier frequency generation
for the Galileo signal as well as another correlation channel if the
implementation does the joining between the data and the pilot channels.
Our ESCE method enables the GPS receiver to acquire the Galileo signal and
reduce the overhead because the subcarrier frequency elimination is achieved in
an early stage before the acquisition process. This elimination makes the
existing resources of the GPS receiver to be used for both signals, as depicted in
Figure 3-14, which means only single correlation channel is required because:
A. In time-domain implementation, same frequency generation and the same
buffer can be used.
B. In frequency-domain implementation, same frequency generation and
same transformation can be used.
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Figure 3-14 Enabling GPS receiver to acquire Galileo signals

3.5 ESCE experimental setup
It was important to devise realistic signal environment, where ESCE can be tested
with multipath and harsh scenarios. The ESCE experiments were based on using
HaLo-430 platform that were performed within the Short-Term Scientific Mission
(STSM) at Ghent University during November 2014. In these experiments, two
HaLo-430 platforms were used, as shown in Figure 3-15, to transmit and receive
Galileo signals in the real communication channel.

Figure 3-15 HaLo-430 platform (a) Transmitter (b) Receiver
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This wireless testbed is fully controlled by MATLAB and up to four signals can be
transmitted and received simultaneously, but the transmission signals should be at the
same carrier frequency.
The transmitting process is as follows:
1. Generate Galileo baseband signals using MATLAB. For each Galileo
baseband signal, navigation data and secondary pilot code are spread in two
separate channels using two codes (primary data code and primary pilot code)
and two subcarrier frequencies. Then the two channels are combined to
construct CBOC baseband signal, as shown in Figure 3-16.
2. After that, the baseband signals are uploaded to the HaLo-430 platform from
the PC via USB.
3. The uploaded baseband signals are then converted to analogue using DAC and
the signals are transmitted repetitively by RF-frontend on the selected
transmission band.

Figure 3-16 Uploaded Baseband Galileo-OS signal
In each scenario, we used all the four channels of the HaLo-430 platform to transmit
four SVs Galileo signals. This will help to analyse the performance of the detection
probability in terms of number of acquired signals, Doppler frequency shift and code
phase delay. Also, I used all the four receiver channels via four antennae to obtain
different signal receptions.
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On the reception side, the receiving process is as follows:
1. The received signals are down-converted to baseband and sampled by the
ADC and stored in real time into the memory.
2. Finally, the stored data are downloaded to the PC via USB.
The Galileo-OS signal samples at rate 10MHz and the IF is 0Hz. The general settings
of these scenarios are as follows:
1. Software setup-MATLAB: the number of Galileo signals is 4 SVs that are
uploaded simultaneously, and the length of the tested signal is 10ms.
2. Hardware setup-HaLo-430: The powers of the transmitted signals are set to 0
dBm; the frame length of each baseband signal is 81,920 samples and the
number of pause samples after transmitting frame is 12800 samples. The local
oscillator of the receiver device is equal to the carrier frequency, which downconverts the received signal to 0Hz. The frame length of the received signal is
200,064 samples, which represents double the (length of transmitting frame+
pause frame), to ensure receiving at least one full frame of the transmit signal.
This frame length depends on the length of transmitting signal and the sample
rate.
Several experiments were carried out to obtain various signals receptions, such as
LOS signals, multipath or NLOS signals, high and low SNR values. This is
accomplished by:
1. Rotating the transmission antenna by 0o, 90o, 180o and 270o to make LOS and
NLOS signals.
2. Fixing and moving transmission antenna, to produce Doppler shift.
3. Blocking the transmitting and receiving antennae by different objects, such as
glass, metal, a human body, water and wood, to create NLOS signals as well
as to control the power of the received signal, as depicted in Figure 3-17.
However, we believe that this testbed signal still does not meet the actual Galileo
signal received on ground after passing through 23Km of space (troposphere and
ionosphere) and has attenuated considerably especially once it is mixed with current
surrounding wireless technologies (Wi-Fi, etc.)
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Figure 3-17 Received real-time signals

3.6 Measurements results of the ESCE method
3.6.1 Unambiguous cross-correlation function result
The multiplication of the generated subcarrier channels with the received Galileo
signal shapes the envelope of the Galileo-OS signal from multiple peaks to a single
peak. In order to assure the subcarrier elimination, we compared the CCF of our
ESCE method with the CCF of an ambiguous method that shown in Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-18 Ambiguous method
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The result in Figure 3-19 shows that the CCF of a time-domain implementation of
ESCE has a single peak in comparison with an ambiguous method time-domain
implementation that produces three narrow peaks. Also, it is obvious that the
magnitude of the CCF based ESCE method differs from the magnitude of the CCF
based ambiguous method by around 0.5dB. This means that removing the subcarrier
frequency in our implementation does not affect or reduce the performance of the
detection probability because the gain obtained from acquiring 4ms at 10MHz sample
rate equals to 46dB.

Figure 3-19 Cross-Correlation Function of ESCE and Ambiguous methods

3.6.2 Galileo power enhancement results and analysis
Apart from the ESCE implementation, we have implemented three other
unambiguous methods. These are the DSB method [21], the BPSK-Like method [22]
and the LoCo method [36]. This enabled us to compare ESCE to popular existing
methods in similar conditions.
A probability of detection is important to determine the receiver sensitivity, because it
represents a function of the carrier to noise ratio (C/N). Therefore, we have performed
this comparison to; on one hand to assess the ESCE performance and on the other
hand to show the enhancement made to the received Galileo signal with the mostly
used methods.
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The performance comparison is based on frequency-domain using FFT-search
acquisition and realistic channel. The nominal received power of Galileo signal is set
to -127dBm that equals 50dB-Hz, which represents the amount of C/N. The
performance comparison between all methods is conducted with 4092 Chips PRN
code length and Doppler frequency bin equal to 500Hz.
Figure 3-20 illustrates the detection probabilities of ESCE compared with the BPSKLike method and LoCo method. ESCE process improves the power of the received
Galileo signal by around 2dB. This power improvement leads to enhancing the
probability of detection, where the ESCE method has better performance than BPSKLike and LoCo methods by 1 and 2 dB respectively. As seen the LoCo method has
lower performance than the BPSK-Like method due to applying other filters to the
correlation process in each sideband. Also, because the intermediate frequency of the
received Galileo signal is centred on 0Hz, this makes the performance of the LoCo
method close to the performance of the BPSK-Like method. In other words, if the
intermediate frequency is far from 0Hz by XMHz then the shifting of each sideband
will be equal to (X∓f@) ).

Figure 3-20 ESCE probability of detection vs. C\N
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3.6.3 ESCE computational complexity considerations
The ESCE correlations can be implemented either in time-domain or in frequencydomain. The main difference in using these methods is that the real and imaginary
parts are combined in the frequency-domain before being correlated with the
reference code, while in time domain each part is correlated separately with the
reference code. Therefore, the method that uses the two sidebands in time-domain
will require four correlation channels, two channels for each sideband. The methods
involved in this comparison are the DSB and LoCo methods, and the correlation is
done in frequency-domain. Note that, the complexity rate of the time and the
frequency domains correlation is same and based on [43] calculation.
This comparison demonstrates the correlation complexity versus different sampling
frequency, which means the signal length (N@ ) depends on the sample rate and equal
to code length (4092) multiplied by the number of samples per code. For example, if
the sampling frequency is 4.092MHz, then the sample per code is 1. In this

comparison the addition operation is denoted by (Nrss ), multiplication is represented

by (Ntu ) and the Fourier transform operation is (N[[v ) and calculated by (N@ log N@ ).

The complexity representation for each method is divided into three sections, the first

section comprises the shifting or filtering operation, the second section represents the
multiplication of the received signal with the locally generated carrier signal
operations and the last section includes the rest of the correlation process (i.e. from
the generated code to the final correlation stage). For simplicity we represented the
filtering process by a single multiplication.
The DSB’s computational complexity (DSB)ytz) is equal to:
{A|

}~

= • 2Ntu + 6Ntu + 2Nrss + 2N[[v +
7Ntu + 4N[[v + Nrss ƒ

3. 7

It can be seen clearly in equation (3.7) that the second stage and the third stage have a
large number of multiplications because in the second stage the multiplications are
the shifting of the locally generated carrier by the amount of the subcarrier frequency
for each sideband and the multiplication of the locally generated carrier. While, in
the third stage it requires generating BOC signal, i.e. the generated code multiplied by
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the generated subcarrier frequency, then the generated BOC signal is filtered using
another two filters.
The computational complexity of the LoCo method (LoCo)ytz) is formulated as

shown in equation (3.8).
… †

}~

= • 2Ntu + 4Ntu + 2Nrss + 2N[[v +
4Ntu + 4N[[v + Nrss ƒ

3. 8

= • Ntu + 2Ntu + Nrss + N[[v + Ntu +
2 ∗ N[[v + Nrss ƒ

3. 9

Finally, the computational complexity of our ESCE method (ESCE)ytz ) is illustrated

in equation (3.9).
ˆA†ˆ

}~

assume that the sampling frequency is 10MHz, then the Nrss = 40000, the Ntu =

To illustrate the calculation of the computational complexity for each method, let us
1.6 ∗ 10‰ and the N[[v = 1.84 ∗ 10‹ . Consequently, our ESCE is about 70% less

computationally expensive than the DSB method and 50% less than the LoCo
method, , as shown Figure 3-21; this is achieved by saving complete correlation chain

without affecting the acquisition process.

Figure 3-21 ESCE Total computational complexity
For processing time comparison, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed with 100
runs to calculate the average acquisition time. In this comparison, all the methods are
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run with the same realistic signal-processing scenario. As shown in Table 3-1, the
processing time achieved by ESCE is nearly half of the time required by the other
methods. This proves that ESCE implementation is not only simple, but also faster.
However, the only limitation of our ESCE method is the requirement of generating a
primary code based on the locally generated subcarrier frequency, which is either data
or pilot codes.
Table 3-1 ESCE processing time
Processing Time
Method
Average

Standard deviation

ESCE Method

2.84 sec.

0.0231

DSB Method

5.53 sec.

0.0548

BPSK-Like Method

4.35 sec.

0.0278

LoCo Method

5.26 sec.

0.0474

3.7 Concluding remarks on the ESCE method
In this chapter, the ESCE method was proposed to overcome the ambiguity and to
enhance the Galileo-OS signal acquisition. The implementation of ESCE has
eliminated the subcarrier frequency effect and simplified the acquisition process. The
implementation requirements and detection performance of ESCE are analysed and
compared to other widely used solutions, such as DSB, BPSK-Like and LoCo
methods. The results showed ESCE’s advantages in terms of reducing the
complexity, improving the performance of the Galileo-OS signal acquisition and
accelerating the acquisition process. In addition, the simulation shows that ESCE
elimination of the subcarrier frequency effect offers around 2dB gain to the received
signal power. Moreover, the literature survey has illustrated that unambiguous
methods have been successful in acquiring and tracking BOC signals. However, most
of them suffer from having complicated implementations using double sideband
processing, or they suffer from a signal-to-noise deterioration, of around 3dB power
in case of single sideband processing.
Our solution of eliminating the subcarrier frequency produces better results than the
previous work in terms of performance, saving processing time, implementation
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complexity and shapes the CCF to have a single peak like the CCF of the GPS-BPSK
signal. Furthermore, our acquisition method can be implemented in the time-domain
or the frequency-domain.
Therefore, we capitalised on this subcarrier elimination to combine the acquisition of
the Galileo signal with the GPS signal in single process based on compressive sensing
technique, as will be detailed in chapter 6.
I gave an engaging presentation on the ESCE method implementation in the 3rd
Computing, Communication and Information Technology-CCIT conference on
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 at Birmingham City University, UK.
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Chapter 4
Orthogonal Joining Data and Pilot Galileo-OS
Signals Acquisition
The Galileo-OS signal offers an efficient power distribution technique between the
two navigation components/channels. The power distribution has been designed with
50/50 power split between the pilot and data channels [25]. Hence, it is possible to
shorten the receiver’s acquisition process by acquiring only the pilot or only the data
channel using a single correlation chain. However, this leads to a 3dB power loss that
is important when being acquired in harsh environments. Consequently, dual-channel
(DC) acquisition is preferable to enhance the probability of detection of weaker
signals. Obviously, the hardware implementation of the DC acquisition will require
double the size/resources, while the software implementation will require more
processing time as well as the resources overheads.
In this Chapter, we shall explain our novel implementation “OGSR” to acquire the
Galileo-OS signal by joining these channels in a single correlation chain. This is
accomplished by shifting the phase by 90-degrees to the copy of the received signals
and then adding the shifted signal to the original received signal. The motivations of
having an orthogonal signal are:
1. Both the data and the pilot signals are received with the same code phase
delay and Doppler frequency shift (see section 4.2).
2. To be able to perform the acquisition in a single correlation chain, yet offering
the same performance as using two correlation chains (see section 4.4).
OGSR implementation will require, as an overhead, having an orthogonally generated
signal instead of having data and pilot generated signals separately. Note that the
newly formed orthogonal signal will have the same power as the received signal.
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4.1 Previous joining Galileo signal acquisition methods
literature survey
A joint-data-pilot signal acquisition method is necessary to acquire Galileo-OS signal
so as to gain the benefits of this transmission. Therefore, Galileo-OS signal
acquisition needs at least two correlation channels to perform the joining between the
received data and the pilot signals. A typical time-domain acquisition process, the
received Galileo signal is multiplied by two orthogonal carrier frequencies, and then
the output of the in-phase and the quadrature-phase components will go through two
branches, as shown in Figure 4-1. The two branches are then correlated with the data
channel components in the first branch and the pilot channels components in the
second branch [44]. The detecting stage is accomplished by joining the output from
these two branches, resulting in a 3dB gain as well as overcoming the ambiguity
between the navigation message in the data channel and the secondary code in the
pilot channel. However, this implementation requires four correlation channels.

Figure 4-1 DC acquisition method based serial search
To implement a frequency-domain acquisition (FFT-search algorithm) for the
Galileo-OS signal, solutions either acquire the data or the pilot signal alone, i.e. SC
acquisition, or still join the data and the pilot signals, but using less correlation
channels than a time-domain implementation. Figure 4-2, shows a joint data-pilot
channels implementation [45]. This solution claims that combining the powers of the
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two data and pilot signals provide a 2.8dB improvement in the signal detection
performance over the acquisition of the data or pilot signal alone. However, this
implementation does require two correlation channels.

Figure 4-2 DC acquisition method based FFT search
A combined time-domain (serial-search) and frequency-domain (parallel/FFT-search)
solution was designed to acquire weak Galileo signals [46]. The primary code is
searched serially and the secondary code is searched in parallel. The gain obtained by
combining these two engines is equal to:
Total Gain = Gprimary + Gsecondary
Total Gain = 10 log(Ns) + 10 log(Nsp)
where Ns represents the number of samples in serial search and Nsp
represents the number of samples in serial and parallel search.
Thus, the gain obtained from the signal that has 20 Chip code lengths is 13dB while
for the code lengths that are equal to 100 Chip is equal to 20 dB. Nevertheless, this
design has a good sensitivity, i.e. the processing gain will increase because is directly
proportional to the number of the performed accumulation powers of the samples, but
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it involves complex implementation because it correlates the received signal with two
different engines, the serial and the parallel search. Also, the secondary code of the
Galileo-OS signal is same for all 32 satellites, which is not like the other Galileo
signals that have an own secondary code for each satellite. In fact, this gain can be
partially obtained by using a single engine (time or frequency) for example
differential acquisition or by increasing the integration time.
A further enhancement has been achieved by a differential joint-data-pilot acquisition
solution (DfDC) [47]. In this implementation, the complex correlator output of each
branch is multiplied by the delayed copy of itself, as shown in Figure 4-3. Where, the
two branches are the correlation of the power-difference between data and pilot
signals (B-C) and the power-sum of the data and pilot signals (B+C). These
multiplication outputs are then summed up to complete this differential joining
process. This solution claims that this post-processing would help to improve the
acquisition of the low power signals that has C/N < 27 dB-Hz by 2dB. The
performance of this work was compared with other SC and DC acquisition methods.
The results showed that the differential acquisition has better performance, but
obviously at the expense of higher complexity.

Figure 4-3 DfDC acquisition Method
In the same vein, a space differential acquisition (SDfC) solution claims to save half
of the memory requirements that are used in the DfDC solution. This is achieved by
using the phases of both data and pilot signals at the same time (rather than one at a
time as used in DfDC) because the data and the pilot signals are transmitted
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simultaneously from the same satellite, which means the Doppler and phase shifts of
both signals are the same [48]. As depicted in Figure 4-4, the complex correlator’s
outputs are separated into the In-phase and the Quadrature-phase parts. Then the
acquisition process is accomplished by summing the multiplication outputs of the real
parts (I_data x I_pilot) and the imaginary parts (Q_data x Q_pilot). This solution,
therefore, has better detection probability than the DC solution by around 2dB, and it
is better than the SC solution by 5dB.
However, it requires more computational operations to split the real and imaginary
components of both signals, as well as requiring more resources, such as mixers in the
time domain, to multiply the complex correlator outputs.

Figure 4-4 SDfC acquisition Method
A study was made to compare the performance of several joint strategies that have
been designed to acquire Galileo-OS signal [49]. These strategies are SC, DC,
multiplying strategy (B x C), assisted (B - C), summing combination (SB-C + SB+C)
and comparing combination (CC), as shown in Figure 4-5. The comparison showed
that there was around 2.8dB improvement to the acquisition performance for the CC,
(B x C) and DC strategies than using conventional SC when there is no assistance
available.
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Figure 4-5 Joint strategies to acquire Galileo-E1 signal
While, if there is assistance, like which satellites are in view or the Doppler shifts for
the present satellites, the (B - C) strategy is the best choice to acquire Galileo signals.
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Moreover, in the low carrier to noise ratio C/N < 24 dB-Hz, the performance of the
DC strategy is better than the CC strategy. Because in this region, low C\N, the
Galileo signal is still in the noise floor and the CC strategy makes the search space
suffers from the noise that coming from the two components channels (R_B - R_C)
and (R_B + R_C).
To save valuable correlation resources, orthogonalising any two BPSK signals in a
bandpass sampling receiver have been successfully implemented to track two signals
simultaneously [50]. In this implementation, one of the received signals was passed
through an HT and then combined with the second signal to construct an orthogonal
signal. The orthogonal signal is then folded to the same reference frequency in the
FNZ by using a single ADC. It is worthwhile to mention that this orthogonality has
been implemented in the RF front-end to simplify the digital processing.
Our proposed OGSR capitalises on this saving to design an orthogonal acquisition
chain for the Galileo-OS data and pilot signals, thus saving valuable resources and
processing time.

4.2 The OGSR method structure
OGSR is designed to overcome the complexity of other DC-receivers
implementations

by

half,

or

in

other

words,

to

reduce

the

overall

acquisition/processing time. As shown in Figure 4-6, this is achieved by making the
received Galileo signal orthogonal with a 90-degrees phase-shifted copy of itself,
using an HT to do the phase-shift. OGSR is possible because the Galileo data and
pilot signals are transmitted simultaneously, and therefore they have the same
Doppler and phase shift, as illustrated in equation (3.2). Consequently, the 90-degrees
shift can be applied to any of the locally generated channels. In this particular
implementation, we have chosen the pilot signal to be the phase-shifted signal.
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Figure 4-6 OGSR acquisition method
The following steps illustrate the design process of the OGSR acquisition block. As
shown in Figure 4-6 the resultant combined orthogonal signal is represented by
equation (4.1).

XO • : ƒ = XV • : ƒ − j XV• : ƒ

where T- represents the complex received signal.

4.1

By substituting equation (3.9) in equation (4.1), then this orthogonal signal is:
XV = / ALe"#_% nT@ − τ S( − e"#_O nT@ − τ S) P eZ 0π [\] ^[Ž
+ ny nT@ 5

− j / ALe"#_% nT@ − τ S(

− e"#_O nT@ − τ S) P eZ 0π [\] ^[Ž

`••

4.2
`••

+ ny nT@ 5

After removing the carrier frequency with Doppler shift, i.e. when the locally
exponential term in equation (4.2) becomes equal to 1. The noise component ny is

generated frequency matches the frequency of the orthogonal signal, then the

considered uncorrelated, and for the sake of simplicity will be ignored, then the
navigation message only, but in a complex format XOy.

matched signal is shown in equation (4.3), which contains the codes and the
XOy • : ƒ = Le"#_% nT@ − τ S( − e"#_O nT@ − τ S) P

− j Le"#_% nT@ − τ S( − e"#_O nT@ − τ n: − Y S) P
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4.3

At this stage, we orthogonalise the replica BOC-codes of the data and the pilot
channels. Therefore, the primary BOC-code of the data channel will be located in the
be located in its imaginary part. This represents the complex generated code CO and
real part of the equation (4.4) while the primary BOC-code of the pilot channel will

as follows:

CO • : ƒ = Le"#_% n: − Y S( P + j Le"#_O n: − Y S) P

4.4

We now multiply this complex code with the matched signal of equation (4.5) after
transforming them to the frequency domain:

‘+- = ’““:•““: T- • : ƒ . ““: †- • : ƒ ∗ ƒ

4.5

where ’““: represent the inverse Fourier transform ““: is
the Fourier transform and †- • : ƒ

∗

is the complex conjugate

of the complex generated code.

The aligned complex output of this stage is shown in equation (4.6).
‘+- = ” {U#_+ − • ” {U#– − ” {U#— − • ” {U#_-

4.6

where {U#_+ is the navigation message, {U#_ is the secondary
code and ” is the total number of samples.

Finally, we square this complex output to represent the correlation output, S%O˜k™š›

as follows:

A+-˜,œ•ž Y,

= 2 ” 0 {U#– + 2 ” 0 {U#—

4.7

4.3 OGSR experiments setup
In order to verify the orthogonality of the designed acquisition process, OGSR
method has been performed in two environments. The setups of these environments
are:
1. Realistic environments: a same setup that was made in the ESCE method is
applied in this OGSR implementation, see Section 3.5 for more details.
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2. Simulink/MATLAB is used to simulate the OGCR implementation, with the
sampling frequency of the Galileo signal is set at 16.368MHz and the folding
frequency (IF) at 4.092MHZ. Figure 4-7 shows a snapshot of the Galileo-OS
signal Simulink block diagram and Figure 4-8 depicts the Galileo-OS signal
generation block that is implemented based on equation (3.5).
Various scenarios were chosen to validate the performance of our OGSR
implementation, as follows:
A. (Tx Channel Rx) Block: the range power of the simulated Galileo
signal is from -127dBm to -150dBm.
B. Rayleigh Fading Block: two types of Doppler spectrum are used “Flat and
Gaussian” to create multipath signals, which are up to 2 multipath signals
in each generated signal.
C. AWGN Block: in this particular block the chosen Mode was SNR-mode
to control the amount of the additive white Gaussian noise.

Figure 4-7 Galileo CBOC signals transmitter channels (upper-level block
diagram)
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Figure 4-8 Galileo CBOC signal generation

4.4 Measurements validation of the OGSR method
This section highlights the achievements in terms of saving processing time,
maintaining the acquisition performance, reducing the acquisition requirements and
determining a suitable threshold for ambiguous Galileo signal acquisition.

4.4.1 OGCR performance and processing time results
A fair comparison is conducted by implementing the DC method shown in Figure 42, which is technically recommended in high and low C/N, as discussed in our
literature survey.
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For the processing time comparison, we performed Monte Carlo simulations with 100
runs to calculate the average processing time. In this comparison, all the methods are
run with the same simulation scenario. Table 4-1 shows the processing time
comparison, where our OGSR involves less processing time than the DC method by
35% and is only 1% greater than the SC method.
Table 4-1 OGSR Processing Time
Method

Processing Time
Average

Standard deviation

OGSR Method

6.63 sec.

0.0525

SC Method

6.62 sec.

0.1084

DC Method

10.16 sec.

0.3766

To ensure that OGSR maintains the acquisition performance as the DC method and
realises the joint acquisition gain, a probability of detection comparison is carried out
between our OGSR method with the DC and SC methods. The detection setup is as
follows:
A. The acquisition search algorithm is the FFT-search.
B. The transmission channel path loss is calculated by using Rayleigh
Fading channel, where the nominal received power is -127dBm
C. The number of multipath signals in each scenario is equal to; 1-signal
in high C/N (>34 dB-Hz) and 2-signals in low C/N (<34 dB-Hz).
D. The Doppler frequency shifts are set to 1250 for scenarios (>34 dBHz) and -1500 for scenarios (<34 dB-Hz), where the bin frequency
step is 500Hz.
E. The dwell time is equal to 4ms length of the received Galileo signal,
i.e. full bit of the navigation message and represented by 4092 Chips
PRN code length.
Figure 4-9, shows the result of the signal detection, where OGSR and DC
perform better than using SC by 2.8dB. This is achieved as a result of
combining the accumulated power of the data and the pilot signals. The results
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also show that the OGSR’s performance is as good as the DC’s performance.
This is realised because the correlation output of our OGSR (S%O˜k™š› ) is

equivalent to the correlation output of the DC method, as described in Section
4.2.

Figure 4-9 OGSR Probability of detection vs. C\N

4.4.2 OGSR computational complexity
In order to highlight the amount of reduction that is achieved in terms of the
computational complexity, we have compared our OGSR with DC implementation.
The same consideration to calculate the operation of addition and multiplication used
in Section 3.6.3 is employed in this section. The computational complexity of the DC
method (DC)ytz) is calculated based on equation (4.8).
DC)ytz = LŸ2”} + ”¡

+”

+ Ÿ4”} + 4”

2

2¢

+ 2”} + ”¡ ¢P

4.8

While, the complexity of our OGSR method (OGSR )ytz) is represented by equation

(4.9).

OGSR )ytz = L ”¡

+ Ÿ2”} + ”¡

+ Ÿ3”} + 2”

2

+”

+ ”¡ ¢P
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2¢

4.9

As represented in equation (4.8) the DC method does not require a pre-processing
stage but it costs twice more than the OGSR complexity when generating BOC signal
in the third stage. While, the overhead of OGSR is only when adding the shifted
signal and the locally generated BOC signal in the first and third stages. Figure 4-10
shows that our OGSR is less by 49% than the DC implementation because it saves a
whole correlation processing chain, such as transformation to the frequency domain
for both the received signal and the generated codes, inverse transformation to the
time domain, and also the multiplication process.

Figure 4-10 OGSR Total computational complexity

4.4.3 OGSR’s threshold determination
Acquisition threshold is important to determine the detection probability and the false
alarm probability; where decreasing or increasing the amount of the threshold will
directly affect these probabilities. Typically, the threshold can be determined by two
ways, either by capturing real signal under various environments to determine the
threshold experimentally or by using simulated signal where the Gaussian noise is
considered equivalent to the actual noise [51].
This measurement is valid when the acquired signal has a single cross correlation
peak. In Section 3.1, we have explained the effect of the side peaks on the acquisition
process, and as illustrated in Figure 3-4, the power ratio of the main peak to the side
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peaks is equal to 4. This ratio represents the correlation between local BOC signal and
outdoors received signal, i.e. just LOS signal without any multipath or power loss.
While, in harsh environments the power of the received Galileo signal is weak and
below -150dBm. Consequently, the power ratio between the mean and the side peaks
decreases, because in this environment the power of noise is increased. Thus, the
noise and multipath effect might increase the power of the side peaks to be equal or
higher than the main peak. Therefore, the power ratio (4) is not valid in this situation,
and we cannot acquire any present Galileo signal. So, in order to understand what the
right threshold at low C/N is, this section shall explain the suitable threshold that must
be used for the Galileo-OS signal.
To do so, we have performed our OGSR method and DC method to find a proper
power ratio (threshold) that can allow acquiring Galileo signal with minimum false
alarm probability. In this particular experiment the setup was as follows:
1. The received Galileo signal’s power is set to -145dBm to -150dBm.
2. The fading channel used is Rayleigh Fading as illustrated in Figure 4-7
3. The Doppler frequency shift is equal to 500Hz.
4. Two multipath signals with code phase delay equal to (1ms and 0.1ms)
5. The power degradations for these multipath signals are set to -2dB and -3dB
respectively.
As illustrated in Table 4-2, the ratio of the main peak to the side peak is equal to (3) at
received power equal to -145dBm and when we minimise the power of the Galileo
signal to -150dBm the ratio is reduced to (2) and so on and when the power goes
down the ratio also decreases.

Table 4-2 Main peak to side peak and noise ratio
Method

OGSR Method
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DC Method

-145dBm

-150dBm

-145dBm

-150dBm

77.06

75.39

72.59

70.71

Highest peak to the second peak

3.3

2.4

3.4

2.2

Highest peak to the noise level

5.1

3.5

7.05

5.59

Correlation Power (dB-unit)

Where, decibels (dB) express the magnitude measurements
specified in y. The relationship between magnitude and
decibels is ydb = 20 log10(y).
Therefore, we have performed the false alarm test as a function of threshold with
fixed C/N (-145dBm) to determine the proper threshold for both OGSR and DC
methods. As depicted in Figure 4-11, when the threshold is below (1.8) the false
alarm is increased for both methods. Practically, when we set the threshold to (2.5) it
lead to reducing both of the probability detection and the false alarm probability,
which means the receiver cannot acquire the available Galileo signal. Consequently,
choosing a threshold equal to (2) will allow acquiring present Galileo signal and also
at this value the false alarm is equal to zero. The test also showed that the false alarm
of the DC method is only better than OGSR when the threshold is below (1.5) and
that proves the competence of the OGSR method.

Figure 4-11 False alarm probability vs. Threshold
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On the other hand, it is obvious that the correlation power (acquisition gain) based on
our implementation is greater than the DC’s correlation power by 5dB, as illustrated
in Table 4-2. This is because in our implementation the codes (primary of the data
and the pilot channels) are correlated twice in the real and the imaginary parts, while
in the DC method each code is correlated separately, as illustrated in Figure 4-12. On
the other hand, the noise level in our OGSR is 28% higher than in the DC method.
However, with a threshold equal to (2) this will not affect the detection probability
performance, as shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-12 Highest correlation peak outputs (a) DC method and (b) OGSR
method
The main interesting results that have been obtained by using OGSR method are that
the correlation has occurred only when both the code phase delay and the frequency
shift (carrier frequency + Doppler shift) of the orthogonal signal and the generated
signal are matched, as shown in Figure 4-13-a, and as compared with the DC method
that shown in Figure 4-13-b.
This is achieved because there is strong association between:
1. The integration of the codes and frequency in the orthogonal received signal
and the orthogonal generated signal.
2. The correlation of the orthogonal codes in the received and in the generated
orthogonal codes.
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This means that acquiring Galileo-OS signal based on our OGSR is easily achieved
because we have only one correlation if the code phase delay and Doppler frequency
shift are same in the received and generated signals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-13 Doppler frequency bin steps correlation (a) OGSR method (b) DC
method

4.5 Concluding remarks on the OGSR method
In this work a novel joint-data-pilot signals acquisition method for Galileo-OS signal
is designed. The novelty of this work focuses on joining and acquiring these data and
pilot signals in a single correlation chain by forming them in an orthogonal format. So
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this process saves valuable resources and accelerates the acquisition time as compared
with conventional joining methods, such as time-domain implementation “4correlation

channels”

and

frequency-domain

implementation

“2-correlation

channels”.
The implementation requirements and detection performance are compared and
analysed with the DC acquisition method. The results show that our OGSR
performance is as good as DC method because our OGSR combines the Galileo-OS
data and pilot signals’ powers. In fact the significant reductions are achieved in terms
of the computational complexity (49%) and the processing time (35%); these make
our OGSR a good candidate for the Smartphone’s software receiver.
I have presented this OGSR method in the 3rd Computing, Communication and
Information Technology-CCIT conference on Wednesday, May 27, 2015 at
Birmingham City University, UK. The audience were very attractive of this novel
idea for constructing an orthogonal Galileo signal.
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Chapter 5
GPS Signals Acquisitions Based-Compressive
Sensing
The

GPS/GNSS

signal

acquisition

process

is

the

most

important

and

power/processing intensive in any GNSS solution to achieve short time to first fix. In
time domain solutions, typical receivers have hundreds of hardware correlator
engines, while in the frequency domain a high performance processor is needed to
perform FFT/IFFT processes. Either way, the acquisition process requires a large
overhead from the Smartphone’s CPU and battery power.
The acquisition in such GPS conventional receivers generates replica SV signals PRN
codes and carrier frequency with a range of Doppler frequencies (±4KHz) to acquire
the GPS signals. i.e. signal acquisition is to find the correct code delay and frequency
in the received signal. The search process is conducted in two dimensions; the code
phase search and the Doppler frequency shift search as shown in Figure 5-1, i.e. each
cell comprises a replica PRN code and locally generated frequency. The signal
detection is achieved when the two parameters of the code and the Doppler have high
correlation value.
On the other hand, the CS technique aims to recover the full signal band by using
below-Nyquist rate sampling if the signal has a sparse representation or is nearly
sparse [52]. Fortunately, the GNSS signals, like any wireless RF signal, are
relatively/nearly sparse. Thus, the GNSS-based-CS receiver solutions can achieve
faster acquisition process and low power consumption; which can be performed with
fewer measurements than a conventional solution.
This chapter will introduce the main concept of CS as details in Section 5.1, and then
demonstrate the implementations of our CS-based methods in Sections 5.3 and 5.6 to
acquire the GPS signal.
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Figure 5-1 Two-dimension signal detection

5.1 Basic CS concept
In typical signal acquisition processing, the signal is sampled based on Nyquist rate to
recover the full information of the signal, if present. While, CS asserts that the
received signal can be sampled at below Nyquist rate sampling without information
loss if the signal has a sparse representation [52]. Also, it is guaranteed to acquire and
reconstruct any sparse signal with much fewer measurements, by exploiting the
sparsity in the signal [53]. Practically, CS samples the received signal according to
either the “occupation information band” or the “information rate”, which is less than
the minimum Nyquist sampling rate of double the carrier frequency. This is why CS
is very attractive in applications such as image and signal processing [54].
As depicted in Figure 5-2, for any k sparse received signal x(t), in some “sparsity
basis” ψ ∈ ℂ¨×¨ , then, in CS theory this signal vector x ∈ ℝ¨×# can be recovered
from m linear measurements or compressed measurements y ∈ ℝ-×#, where (K < M

<< N) [55].

y=ɸψα

where ɸ ∈ ℝ®×¯

5.1
is the sensing/transform matrix and

C ∈ ℝ¯×# is recovery signal
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Figure 5-2 CS process
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¯

x t = ° C± ²± 8

5.2

±³#

To achieve this measurement's reduction, the following conditions have to be met
[52]:
1) The sensing/transform matrix ɸ should satisfy the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP), where the RIP depends on the orthogonality of the arbitrary
subsets of the column vectors of ɸ, more details in [56].
2) There should be low coherence between the transform matrix ɸ and the basis
matrix ψ. This low coherence, µ ɸ, ψ , is expressed by:

µ(ɸ,ψ) =√n max ´〈ɸk ,ψm〉´ ∈ L1, √nP
1≤k,m≤n

5.3

Furthermore, the deterministic sensing matrix will downsize the number of the
required measurements. Nonetheless, random sensing matrix such as Gaussian
matrix, binary matrix [57] or Bernoulli matrix [58] can also be used, as they would
satisfy the RIP.

5.2 CS-based solutions literature survey
A high sample rate produces a huge number of samples that are necessary for the
correlation (acquisition and tracking) process. Location-based services/applications
on Smartphones require fast GNSS acquisition with low power consumption. On the
other hand, the principle of CS is to permit the sampling of sparse signal below
Nyquist rate and reconstruct the signal without information loss.
Therefore, an RD technique was designed to sample the wireless signal below
Nyquist rate by exploiting the sparsity in the received signal [59]. In this technique,
the received signal is typically mixed with a square waveform (±1), as shown in
Figure 5-3, that are generated by an LFSR at or greater than Nyquist rate. This mixing
process makes each received signal have a distinct signature. The mixed signal is
then applied to the low-pass filter and then sampled below the Nyquist rate.
However, the sampling based RD technique has to be performed in the AFE,
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requiring synchronisation with the signal during the reconstruction, which
necessitates the addition of more header bits to the spread signal.

Figure 5-3 RD technique
Aimed at recent wireless communication technology signals, an RD technique has
been successfully applied to demodulate the direct sequence spread spectrum IEEE
802.15.4 standard technology signals, where the input signal is mixed with PRN
sequences for a period equal to the Nyquist rate [60]. The sampling rate used in this
work is half the Nyquist rate, which leads to reducing the power consumption.
An effective technique was proposed, called Xampling technique, to improve on the
RD technique by [61]:
1. Improving the sparse representation of the received signal by aliasing it with a
locally generated arbitrary periodic waveforms using multichannel, as shown
in Figure 5-4. The mixing rate of these channel waveforms is below the
Nyquist rate (equal to the sampling rate, which is the maximum information
band of the received signals).
2. This multi-channel aliasing arrangement helps direct signal reconstruction
without the need for code synchronization [62].
The outputs from each channel represent baseband signals with a distinct sensing, i.e.
each channel has its own signature, because in each channel the received signal
multiplies with different periodic waveform. As shown in Figure 5- 5 (a, b and c),
both signals occupy the same bandwidth (2MHz) but each one of them has different
sensing, these differences will help easily reconstruct/acquire the received signal by
utilising the same periodic waveforms (sensing matrix).
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The signal reconstruction is then accomplished by:
1. Converting the sparse/samples vector to a frame using CTF block [63], which
converts the computational problem from infinite-measurement vectors to
multi-measurement vectors.
2. Converting these multi-measurement vectors to a single-measurement vector
using the ReMBo algorithm [64].
3. Applying the OMP algorithm [65] to find the support values, this can be used
to reconstruct the signal.

Figure 5-4 Xampling technique

Figure 5- 5 Power spectrum outputs from different sampling channels
Furthermore, the resolution of the RD and the Xampling techniques is less than the
traditional techniques such as BPS. To illustrate that the GPS code resolution based
on Xampling technique will be half a chip because each chip is represented by two
samples since the Xampling sampled the GPS signal at the information band
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(2.046MHz). While the code resolution based on BPS will be at least double the
Xampling resolution because the received signal is sampled at rate equal to double the
information bandwidth, as detailed in Section 2.1. Therefore, the acquisition gain or
the SNR of the acquired signal base on BPS will be greater than the Xampling as it
accommodates the power of more samples but at the expense of higher digital
processing.
A compressive multiplexer can be used to sample the RF signal below the Nyquist
rate [66]. The main differences between this algorithm and the RD technique are:
1. This algorithm uses a multichannel to sample the received signal.
2. Each of the channels will down convert the received signal to baseband, and
then mix the baseband signal with a square wave at a period equal to the
Nyquist rate.
3. The output from the mixing process is summed once per chip before being
sampled at a low rate.
In the same way, a combined RD and Xampling techniques are therefore more
efficient in reconstructing the signal [67]. Such implementation takes the advantages
of Xampling by using multichannel to alias the received signal with the random
square waveform by using shift register at Nyquist rate. Then the alias signals are
sampled below Nyquist rate. Note that increasing the number of channels would be
allowed to reduce the sample rate, but not below the signal information rate. However
it can apply the concept of the Xampling technique to reduce the rate of the random
square waveform.
In order to have objective comparison, the rest survey specifically summarises the
most recent CS-based solutions that are designed to acquire the GPS signal.
A CS-based solution would be to generate sparse vectors of the received GPS signals
using random compressive multichannel samplers, CMS [57]. As shown in Figure 56, these random channels sample the GPS signals at the bandwidth information rate
(2.046MHz) to have half chip resolution. The sparsed signals are then acquired
through the same Xampling in three steps:
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1. Convert the sparse vector to a frame using CTF block, to convert the
computational problem from infinite-measurement vectors to multimeasurement vectors.
2. Convert these multi-measurement vectors to a single-measurement vector
using the ReMBo algorithm.
3. Apply the OMP algorithm to find the support values of the acquired signals,
where the recovery support represents the code phase-delay and the Dopplershift of each acquired satellite signal.
This solution allows for accumulating the received power for acquiring 20ms length
with the same number of channels at once. However, it necessitates a complex frontend hardware to constructing the random CMS. Moreover, this solution is designed
based on static acquisition, and making it dynamic or doing any modification like
reducing the samplers’ length or improving these multichannel will need very
complicated hardware implementation.

Figure 5-6 CMS acquisition solution
On the other hand, a CS solution that targets the GPS signal acquisition, we called
(GCS-1) uses a low sampling frequency (2.046MHz) to have half chip resolution
[68]. The sampled signal then correlates with banks of correlators or parallelcorrelators. The resultant sparse vector (yy ) represents the matching powers between

the correlation process, and these powers contain at least three high values due to half
chip spacing in the generating correlators. Identifying the code phase delay and
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sensing matrix (Walsh-Hadamard matrix) and the two measurement matrix ψ# & ψ0

Doppler shift of the GPS signal is then obtained by two stages using deterministic

that dividing the output into two sub-vectors.
¹#
y = ¸¹ º
y =»

0

ψ#
¼¹
ψ0

5.4

from y# and the magnitude of this peak should be more than a certain threshold. The
The first stage of detection, as expressed in equation (5.5), is to find the peak index

maximum value of the inner product between y0 with each row of the second

next stage is to find the correct index, as expressed in equation (5.6), by taking the
measurement matrix ψ0 :
¹# = ψ# ¹

;½}¡¾ = arg maxŸ〈¹0

, ψ0 },

5.5

〉¢

5.6

These operations of producing sparse vector and the two stages are repeated in the
same sequence to acquire the rest of the GPS signals. However, it overcomes the
computational complexity of the CMS solution it is at the expense of large memory
storage. Where the dimension of each bank is (2046 x 2046) and each row comprises
single code phase delay and each bank includes only single Doppler frequency shift.
And therefore, there are 41 banks of correlators for each GPS satellite and so on. On
the other hand, this solution is designed with a fixed signal length dictionary that
equals to 1ms, and changing the length will directly affect the required memory
storage.
In the same vein, the measurement matrix can be made to acquire either BPSK
modulation signal or BOC modulation signal, and we named as GCS-2 [69]. This
distinction in signal modulation is realized by adding an indicator (“0” for BPSK and
“1” for BOC) inside the measurement matrix. This method, however, focused on the
chipping rate to acquire the signals that use BPSK(1) and BOC(1,1) but without
consideration of the codes’ length of these signals. For example:
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1. Both the GPS C/A-BPSK(1) code signal and the Galileo-OS BOC(1,1) signals
have the same chipping rate but they don’t have same code length.
2. Both GPS L1-C, and Galileo E1-OS use BOC(1,1) modulation but they have
different code length, where 10ms for L1-C and 4ms for E1-OS.
Moreover, the measurement matrix was designed to handle one type of signal at a
time, i.e. either BPSK signal or BOC signal.
A C/A code folding GPS signal acquisition was designed based on CS to accelerate
the CS processing time (FCSG) [70]. Basically, the C/A codes for each satellite is
folded “M” times then the folded codes are combined to reduce the computation
complexity in the code phase delay search process. This implementation, firstly,
transforms the received GPS signal to the CS-domain by multiplying the signal with a
sensing matrix. Then the outputs are correlated with folded codes. The final process is
achieved by applying the correlated results with the dictionary matrix to the search
algorithm. In this implementation, a new search algorithm is proposed that is called
“Projection Elimination Recovery Algorithm (PE)”. The PE algorithm is developed
the OMP algorithm, where finding the supports value is achieved by determining the
highest column sum, while the PE determines the support by taking the highest
projection. This implementation, however, reduces the cost of the computational
complexity from two aspects
1. Reducing the size of codes and dictionary matrix
2. Minimise the search calculations in the OMP algorithm
Nevertheless, the folding process was firstly proposed for the P(Y)-code GPS signal
acquisition because the length of P(Y)-code is (6.1871 x 1012) Chip while the C/Acode is only (1023) Chip. Therefore, folding the C/A code generates a low orthogonal
code, because the C/A code is designed to be orthogonal to itself at or more than 1
Chip phase delay and with other GPS signals’ codes at code length (1023) Chip and
otherwise this orthogonality will decay. On the other hand, this implementation
neglects the Doppler frequency shift and considers the shift as constant. Incidentally,
we had this experience before and we have found that if the code phase resolution is
0.5, which is same as the resolution in this implementation, and there is at least
500Hz Doppler frequency shift that makes the correlation between the received and
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locally generated code equal to “0”, more details in Section 6.1. Consequently,
regarding this implementation if the Doppler frequency shift is considered then the
maximum fold will be equal to one.
Three types of dictionary matrices are adopted in the CS-based GPS signal
acquisition implementation, which is called “Sparse-GPS (S-GPS)” to find shortest
searching time versus these types [71]. These dictionaries are:
1. Multi-channel stacked: the dictionary of each satellite breaks down into small
dictionaries (code delay and Doppler shift). The number of dictionaries for
each satellite therefore is equal to the number of Doppler bins (41
dictionaries) and the total number of channels is equal to (41 dictionaries x 24
= 984 channels).
2. Multi-channel flattened: This dictionary type combines the representation of
the code and frequency in a single dictionary to reduce the number of
channels to make it only 24 channels. This type will reduce the computational
complexity in the search algorithm.
3. Single-channel flattened: this type joins all previous 24 channels in a single
channel to construct a full dictionary matrix for all GPS satellites. Therefore,
this enables the S-GPS implementation to acquire the GPS signals at once.
Note that all these dictionaries consist of multiplying C/A code with in-phase (I) and
quadrature-phase (Q) of Doppler frequency shifts and then multiplied by the sensing
matrix, as illustrated in Figure 5-7. Moreover, these dictionaries are generated once
and stored in the memory to reduce the locally generated signal overhead.
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Figure 5-7 S-GPS solution
The S-GPS acquisition process is accomplished by multiplying the received GPS
signal with the Gaussian sensing matrix to compress the signal and transformed to
CS-domain. Then the compressed outputs and the I and the Q dictionaries are solved
based on Second-Order-Cone-Program. The last stage takes the absolute value of the
resultant I and Q and then summed to find the highest correlation. In this
implementation decreasing the compression factor, i.e. reducing the row number in
the sensing matrix, will reduce the detection probability. Even though the S-GPS has
a good acquisition quality it is at the expense of large memory requirements, I and Q
dictionaries, and costly searching process that can be overcome by combining these
dictionaries to construct a single complex dictionary and this leads to reducing the
cost of searching process.
Regarding the compression concept, the GPS signals are acquired based on the
traditional implementation using compress samples in order to reduce the acquisition
time [72]. The algorithm depends on the average samples or down samples. The
sampling frequency that is employed in this implementation is 5.115 MHz, which
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means each 1ms represents 5115 samples or points. These points are compressed or
down-sampled to 1024 points for each 1ms. The algorithm uses 2ms to acquire the
GPS signal and that leads to having 2048 points after down-sampled. These 2ms are
converted to the frequency domain using FFT transform. At the same time, the locally
1ms generated signal compresses to 1024 points and then padding 1024 zeroes to
create 2ms length as the received signal. After that, the generated 2ms is converted to
the frequency domain, and the complex conjugate is used to multiply with the
compressed received points. As a standard process of the FFT-search algorithm, the
IFFT is placed after this multiplication. Then the output points are divided into two
parts, and the second part is neglected while the first is checked with a certain
threshold. In this algorithm the authors pointed out that if there is a bit transition in
the selected/tested 2ms then the probability of detection will be reduced.

5.3 The DCSR structure
The use of CS technique to acquire GPS signals saves processing time and memory
resources when compared with hardware or software receivers. The DCSR proposes;
on one hand, a dynamic CS-based acquisition for GPS signals, and on the other hand
to reduce the hardware complexity of the CMS solution and the software complexity
for the GCS-1 solution.
The main idea of having a dynamic implementation instead of using a fixed size
sensing channels and fixed number of correlators in the measurement matrix, is that
DCSR dynamically changes the number and the size of the required
Channels/Correlators according to the received GPS signal power during acquisition
process. This adaptive solution offers better fix capability when the GPS receiver is
located in harsh signal environment, or it will save valuable processing/decoding time
(battery power, especially for Smartphones) when the receiver is outdoors. A
feedback loop is devised to control the sensing channel number and resize the
measurement matrix. Furthermore, such CS solution uses a fixed size measurement
matrix chosen to offer a compromise between the processing overhead and signals
acquisition success level.
In this chapter, the mathematical model of the transmitted and received GPS signal
are presented in equations (5.7) and (5.8) represent the received GPS signal.
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where the ¹Å 8 represent the signals transmitted from kth

satellites, , P is the power of the signal, †Å 8 is the C\A

assigned to this satellite, {Å 8 is the navigation data sequence

and “Æ# is the carrier frequency of L1.
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8 represent the received signals, c represents

the received power, Y is the code phase delay,

is the

Doppler frequency shift, Ì represents the carrier phase and
¾

8 represent a complex AWGN.

The rest of the sections shall describe how we overcome the hardware complexity of
the CMS solution by using Xampling technique rather than complex multi-channels
samplers in Section 5.3.1, Section 5.3.2 illustrates the acquisition process, which
overcomes the software overhead in the GCS solution, and Section 5.3.3 shows the
dynamism process that makes this solution adaptive in different environments.

5.3.1 DCSR’s sampling and sensing procedure
In effect, the Xampling technique is proven to be more reliable for sampling signals
below Nyquist rate, as well as being easy to implement [61]. This is accomplished
because it produces a compressed signal that is suitable to be used with the CS
technique. Therefore, to achieve the desired acquisition accuracy, this technique has
been adopted in our DCSR solution to sample and sense the received GPS signal.
periodic waveform ɸÁ t

As shown in Figure 5-8, the received GPS signals are multiplied by the square
using a number of channels simultaneously; these

waveforms are equivalent to the binary sensing matrix that will be used, together with
the bank-correlators/dictionary matrix Ɵ, to acquire the GPS signal. The rate of the
square wave (Fp) is equal to the sampling rate (Fs), which corresponds to the
bandwidth of the received signal, where (Fp = Fs ≈ Bandwidth) [62]. The Xampling

samples the received signals according to the maximum bandwidth of the multiband
signals. In our case, only the GPS signals are used, and so the sample rate is equal to
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2.046MHz. The multiplication outputs represent a linear combination of the
frequency shift copies of Fp, then low-pass filters are used to filter the baseband
signals, and the output is sampled at a low rate corresponding to the signal bandwidth.

Figure 5-8 Multi-channel sampling
ZÁ (ω) = ° ɸÁ Ÿkωz ¢ xÁ ω ,
ÁϵÐ

ωϵω@

5.9

5.3.2 DCSR’s acquisition process
sparse over time vectors z•nƒ, as illustrated in equations (5.10) and (5.11), by using

In order to acquire the GPS signals, we first construct the frame V from the jointly

the CTF block, as shown in Figure 5-9.
z•nƒ=Lz1 •nƒ, … ,zk •nƒP
V= ° z•nƒz H •nƒ

T

5.10

n

5.11
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Figure 5-9 Continuous to finite block
The sparse matrix U in equation (5.12) can be solved using the “pursuit algorithm”
such as the OMP algorithm to find the support values of the sparse matrix [64].
V=ψU

ψ

5.12

ψ Ó ≜

•ψ# Ó , … , ψÅ Ó ƒ3 , which and consists of the sensing matrix

where

is

the

measurement

matrix

ɸ Ó and the bank-correlators matrix Ɵ Ó .

The measurement matrix can be formulated as:
Ä

ψÁ,•Ö,z,×ƒ (t) = ° ° ° ɸÁ t ƟÖ,z,× t

5.13

Ö³# z∈Ù ×∈Ø

where L, P and Q are the numbers of satellites, “search step of
code phase delay” (at half chip resolution) and the “Doppler
frequency shift” at 500 Hz steps respectively.
and
•Ɵƒl,p,q =Cl t-pTc ej 2π Fd+q Tc

5.14

The bank-correlators matrix is the (L x P x Q) columns vectors, where each column
represents an expected shift of the code phase delay with the Doppler frequency shift
of each GPS satellite signal. After the completion of the support recovery of the
acquired satellites suppÖ,z,× are determined by calculating the maximum values of

sparse matrix U, the right code phase delay and the Doppler frequency shift of the

the column vectors of U (S = supp(U)).
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5.3.3 DCSR’s dynamic function
Acquiring GPS signals based CMS solution suffers from high processing
requirements if acquiring GPS signals in the harsh environment, else the GPS signals
lock is lost. In other words, using larger number of channels will produce higher rate
of acquired satellite signals, but that means these channels will have to be used in
good signal areas too, which is a waste of efforts. Our DCSR is designed to overcome
this drawback of using a fixed number of channels by controlling the deployed
number of channels and the size of used correlations on the go as needed determined
by the actual signal strength.
In fact, the DCSR will resize both sensing and measurement matrices by using the
feedback control as shown in Figure 5-10. The feedback-controller continuously
measures the power of the received signal to determine the signal complexity level.
The received power is calculated based on equation (5.15), more details in [6]:
Pr = Pt Gt Ga ⁄4πρ2

5.15

where Pr , Pt , Gt , Ga , ρ are the power of the received GPS
signal, transmit power, satellite antenna gain (10.2 to 12.3

dB), the effective area of the receiver antenna, see equation
(5.16) and measured pseudoranges respectively.
Ga =λ0 /4π λ is the wavelength = 0.1903 m

5.16

Once the power of the GPS signals is calculated, we can easily determine the carrier
to noise ratio (C/N) or SNR [73].
C⁄No =Pr(dBW) − NTH(dBW)

5.17

where C⁄No is the nominal carrier to noise ratio in dBW,
Pr(dBW) is the received power in dBW (10log(Pr

NTH is the thermal noise power (-204 dBW).
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â)) and

Figure 5-10 Dynamic GPS signal acquisition
From the nominal carrier to noise ratio we can determine the actual C/N, as illustrated
in equation (5.18):

C⁄N = C⁄No − NF

5.18
where NF is the cascade Noise Figure of this receiver.

The range of the SNR values of the received signals depends on the front-end
bandwidth BW (dB-Hz), which is equal to (BW= 10log ( FB )), and the FB is a filter
bandwidth:

SNR = C⁄N – BW

5. 19

More precisely, our dynamic design is based on three levels of measurement
complexity, as illustrated in Figure 5-11. High measurements levels are used in bad
reception areas and so 600 channels are selected to compensate for the sensing and
measurements of these weak signals. While when outdoors, our simulations show that
using only 240 channels is sufficient to acquire the signals (represents a low
measurements level). Finally, 480 channels are chosen as a middle case to help
compare the DCSR and CMS algorithms performance. Our simulations show that
these three channel-number selection-levels make the DSCR much more efficient
than the CMS by using only necessary resources depending on the reception
environment.
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Figure 5-11 Determining number of channels flowchart
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Furthermore, the design of the measurement matrix ψk,[l,p,q] t makes the algorithm

more powerful because each element in the measurement matrix contains all
information of a single satellite, see equation (5.13), in contrast with the design of the
measurement matrix in CMS solution. So, when the number of channels is increased
or decreased, the information of the satellite in the measurement matrix does not get
affected, and only the sensing property of the measurement matrix will be changed.

5.4 DCSR simulation setup and results
The DCSR algorithm performance has been compared with that used by the CMS
solution. Our dynamic scenario for the GPS signal, which has C/N value varies
according to the signal environment, is listed in Table 5-1. Note that the C/N is
ranged from 50dB-Hz to 25dB-Hz, the bandwidth of the low-pass filter is set at 2
MHz with a 3dB cascade noise figure.
Table 5-1 Open-Sky and Multipath Scenarios
LOS & Multipath signals Scenarios
C\N dB-Hz

50
45 to 40

35

30 to 25

Scenario

Number of received signals

name

5 LOS signals

S1

5 LOS signals and one multipath for
each signal
5 LOS signals and two multipath for
each signal
15

multipath

signals

satellites

from

5

S2

SM

M

The scenarios in Table 5-1 start with an open sky reception area having LOS signals
only (S1). These signals are then degraded, and multipath signals are added to the
existing LOS signals. We consider two signal degradations as shown in (S2) & (SM).
The urban area scenario is represented by only multipath signals (M). Since the
algorithms are based on acquiring weak GPS signal, the length of tested signals is
chosen to be 20ms. This will increase the acquisition sensitivity by around 13 dB
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more than the normal methods (1ms length), where the gain obtained by the 20ms
acquisition is around 46 dB compared with the 33 dB gain obtained from the 1ms
processing (GdB = 20log√n).

The bank-correlators matrix has a half chip resolution for code phase delay; 500 Hz
frequency search steps with Doppler frequency range ±4 KHz, and the maximum
channel delay distribution of the C/A code is 30Tc to reduce the implementation
complexity. Additionally, to reduce the computational complexity as much as
possible, the “Approximate Conjugate Direction Gradient Pursuit (ADGP)” algorithm
[74] is used rather than the OMP algorithm. Our simulations show that both
algorithms have the same performance overall signal conditions.
The simulated dynamic scenario is illustrated in Figure 5-12-a, where the C/N values
represent the various received signal conditions. The dynamic scenario is changed
gradually to simulate Smartphone movements. The results show that the number of
acquired satellites signals by our DCSR is almost constant at all signal strength cases,
while the CMS solution has failed to acquire signals in low signal conditions as
shown in Figure 5-12-b.
Figure 5-12-c shows how the DCSR has dynamically switched the number of
channels as dictated by the received signal condition. So, in order to acquire the GPS
signals in harsh environment, the DCSR switches to the maximum number of
channels, while in ideal environment “open-sky”, the DCSR uses the minimum
number of channels to save power and reduce processing time. The results, therefore,
show the adaptability of the DCSR to work in various environments to maintain the
performance of the GPS receiver while saving processing time and battery power.
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Figure 5-12 Dynamic channels vs. fix number of channel performance, (a) the
dynamic scenario, (b) number of satellite signals acquired from CMS & DCSR
algorithms and (c) number of channels of CMS & DCSR algorithms

5.5 Conclusion on the DCSR
In this DCSR solution a novel dynamic acquisition is implemented based on CS
technique. The DCSR solution can reduce processing time and so minimise the power
consumption required by a GPS receiver to acquire signals in outdoors. This is
accomplished by dynamically altering the number of measurements and the required
number of sparse channels to suit the actual signal strength. Also, the DCSR
maintains lock of the available signals in difficult signal conditions by using an extra
number of channels to compensate the measurements. In addition, the design of the
dictionary matrix enables the measurement matrix to change its size without affecting
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the signal compression and integrity. Moreover, applying the ADGP algorithm to
recover the sparse signal will also reduce the computational complexity.
My supervisor Dr Ihsan Lami has presented the DCSR implementation in the
Microwaves, Communications, Antennas and Electronics Systems (COMCAS), IEEE
International Conference, on Wednesday, October 23, 2013.
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5.6 The GCSR structure
The GPS correlation process becomes very intensive when the signal power is
degraded, depending on the environment wherein the clear outdoors signal power is
around (-125 to -130) dBm, and it can be around -155dBm in light indoors. If
sampling is performed at the Nyquist recommended rates, then a weak signal will
make the receiver thrash for all the 20ms available to try to find the signal. The CS is
adopted to either use the 20ms more efficiently by giving the Doppler/Code matching
process a better chance to find the signal and/or to do this matching at much less
sampling and correlations without impacting the resolution/sensitivity of the acquired
signals [57].
Our GCSR focuses; on one hand on acquiring the GPS signal since it becomes a drain
especially during cold start and in harsh signal environments, and on other hand to
enhance the sparseness of the GPS received signal by using deterministic waveforms
such the Hadamard matrix or Jacket matrix in the sensing stage rather than any
periodic waveform.
In this section we shall illustrate the enhancing that is made to the Xampling
technique, and then we shall explain the acquisition process. After that in Section 5.7
we shall demonstrate the experiment result.

I. GCSR sensing enhancement
One of the GCSR aims is to enhance the sensing by using the same resources that are
used in this technique, i.e. there is no resource overhead. The sampling process is
started by multiplying the received analogue signal x(t) (see equation 5.8) by a
periodic waveform. The number of channels “m” is pre-determined to generate z[n]
baseband vectors that represent unique values of the information band at that
particular time. To check the sensing in our GCSR, number of periodic waveforms
such as square, saw-tooth (Ramp) and sinusoidal waveforms were tested. However,
we concluded that deterministic waveforms such as the Hadamard or the Jacket
blocks offered better performance when we construct the signals. The Jacket block
[75] is an extension of the Hadamard matrix, and it is a centre-weighted matrix,
where the inverse matrix can be obtained from closed form entity as shown below.
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i.e. either block inverse or element-wise inverse are possible as in equation (5.20) and
(5.21).

1 1
1
1
1
−c
c
−1
•Jƒå = æ
ç
1
c −c −1
1 −1 −1
1

and the inverse is:
•Jƒå̃ #

1
1 1
= è
4 1
1

1
−1/c
1/ c
−1

5.20

1
1
1/c −1
é
−1/c −1
−1
1

5.21

where [J]4 a 4x4 Jacket matrix, and c is the non-zero arbitrary
number, which represents a weighted factor.

For “m”, the larger the number of channels selected, the more this will influence the
resolution of the sensing. Therefore, based on our experiments, we chose m=480 for
normal GPS signal and m=600 for acquiring low sensitivity signals.
The main differences between GCSR and DCSR implementations are:
1. The periodic waveform used in our GCSR is a deterministic waveform rather
than square waveform that is employed in our DCSR.
2. The number of sensing channels is fixed and not dynamic.

II. GCSR acquisition process
The acquisition process based GCSR implementation is same as DCSR acquisition
process (see cp. Section 5.3.2). Where, the resultant sampled vectors are then
converted to a frame “V” by using CTF block as illustrated in equations (5.10 and
find the dictionary elements (support values) of the measurement matrix ψ. After the
5.11) and as shown in Figure 5-9. In our GCSR, we have used the OMP algorithm to

completion of the support recovery of the sparse matrix U, the right code phase delay
and Doppler frequency shift of acquired satellites (suppl,p,q) are determined by
calculating the maximum values of the column vectors of U matrix (suppl,p,q =
supp(U)) as adopted in our DCSR.
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5.7 GCSR experimental results
In this particular GCSR method, the results are divided into two parts. The first part
shows the performance of using deterministic waveform against the random periodic
waveforms. The second part of the result is focused on the effect of the CS processing
on the signal reconstruction.

I.

GCSR acquisition performance
The GPS signals are simulated using MATLAB. The front-end is designed to
have 2 MHz bandwidth of the low-pass filter, 3 dB cascade noise figure and the
nominal power of the received signal is set to -125 dBm. DCSR’s scenarios have
been adopted to prove the performance of GCSR implementation, and as
illustrated in Table 5-1.
Considering the acquisition and the computational performance, we have
compared our receiver with the CMS solution. Choosing to simulate a 20ms
length signal will add around 13dB gain to the C/N of the received signal at the
sample rate of 2.046MHz. The acquisition rate can be improved by increasing the
number of channels representing the rows in the sensing matrix. This will
improve the reliability of the sampling signal, which results in detecting weak
signals. To illustrate this, two types of channels are used; 480-channels for
comparison with CMS method and 600 channels to demonstrate the performance
of our GCSR, as shown in Figure 5-13.
The deterministic orthogonal waveforms “Hadamard or Jacket matrices” used to
sample the received signal and to construct the measurement matrix increases the
acquisition rate by 20% more than when using a square waveform. The gain
obtained is equal to 3dB-Hz that is clearly noticeable in high noise situations.
This is achieved because of the low coherence between our GPS dictionary
matrix and the Jacket/Hadamard matrix, as a result of the perfect orthogonality of
these matrices.
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Figure 5-13 GCSR Acquisition rate for different channels and waveforms
To ensure performance stability of the GCSR’s selected waveforms, these seven
different C/Ns’ scenarios were performed based on Monte Carlo simulations with
100 runs for each waveform, i.e. (7 scenarios x 100 times x 5 waveforms) as
shown in Figure 5-14. As shown, the use of the Jacket/Hadamard matrix is more
stable than using others periodic waveforms versus different scenarios.

Figure 5-14 Success rate with 100 runs for each of 5 waveforms and for each
of 7 scenarios

100

To analyse the implementation and the performance of our GCSR and CMS
implementations, the following points summarise this analysis:
1- The GCSR has a simple implementation as the CMS method uses
multichannel random samplers to sample the GPS signal; using the
measurement matrix, which means complex hardware and pre-processing to
construct the measurement matrix.
2- GCSR achieves better signal matching. This is because finding the
dictionary elements in the CMS method depends on the matching between
the sensing matrix and the frame V, whereas, our GCSR method depends on
matching between the measurement matrix and the frame V. This matching
can produce more reliable correlation since the sensing matrix multiplies by
both the received signal and the generated dictionary.

II. GCSR tracking performance
For a further check on the quality of acquisition, our GCSR has been also
compared with a traditional GPS receiver as shown in Figure 5-15. To do this,
the resultant GCSR signals are fed into a GPS decoder to recover the actual
acquired SV navigation message.

Figure 5-15 Traditional GPS receiver
The bit error rate (BER) and the error vector magnitude (EVM) are used for
evaluating and analysing the effect of GCSR acquired signals’ decoded
messages. The BER performance of both the GCSR receiver and the traditional
GPS receiver, as a function of the normalize C/N, are shown in Figure 5-16. The
results illustrate that our GCSR has a small degradation of BER of about 10%
because the bit representation in our GCSR has less number of samples than the
traditional receiver. To clarify that, the number of samples in each bit in our
GCSR equal to (2 x 1023 x 20) while in the traditional receiver equal to (4 x
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1023 x 20), where the 1st number refers to the number of samples in each chip,
the 2nd number is the length of the GPS-C/A code and the 3rd number represents
the number of the GPS-C/A code in each bit. In fact, this little degradation is
expected as an overhead of using the CS technique [76].

Figure 5-16 Bit error rate versus energy per bit to noise power spectral
density
The EVM analysis defines the difference between the estimated phase and
amplitude values of the demodulated/decoded symbol with the values of the
actual received symbol. This will show whether the GCSR has preserved the
distance between any pair of samples (phases and amplitudes) during
compressing and reconstruction the GPS signals. Figure 5-17 shows the values of
EVM of the estimated phase and amplitude of CS against the traditional GPS
receiver. It displays a bit of distortion in estimating the phases & amplitudes in
the GCSR. However, this distortion is acceptable in the application of the CS
technique [76].
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Figure 5-17 Error vector magnitude curves (RMS)
The final proof of the GCSR implementation is to measure the stability of the
PLL discriminator in the decoder part. The basic work of the PLL is to
recover/track the actual phase, amplitude and frequency of the received signal.
The traditional receiver and our GCSR have almost the same steady-state values
while running the simulation of tracking one-second of GPS data, as shown in
Figure 5-18.

Figure 5-18 The steady state of PLL discriminator
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5.8 Conclusion on the GCSR
The enhancements adopted in the GCSR implementation do simplify the front-end
design as well as introduce better performance when compared with other CS-based
or traditional GPS receiver solutions.
The higher acquisition rate is achieved by using a deterministic waveform generator
to sparse the received signal such as the Hadamard or the Jacket matrices. This is
because these matrices have the best orthogonality. As a result, the sensing process
has been enhanced as well as improving the signal sampling.
The GPS signals have been sampled below the Nyquist rate and equal to the
information band. Acquiring GPS signals therefore can be accomplished with fewer
correlations as the CS process is now transferred from matching the length of the
whole signal samples number to matching whole rows/channels of the sensing matrix.
Increasing the number of rows/channels will increase the acquisition rate
proportionately.
Reconstructing the signal based on our implementation is simpler than others because
we have moved the measurement process to the DSP side while others process it on
the Analogue side. Our test scenarios and analysis showed a slight phase distortion
and amplitude degradation of the decoded signal; however the integrity of the
received signal was maintained.
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Chapter 6
Multi-GNSS Signals Acquisition using
Decomposed Dictionary Matrix
We have pointed out in chapter 5 that the CS technique can be used for a software
receiver to acquire GPS signal with less computational complexity than traditional
implementations. Also, the experience gained thus far has motivated our research to
capitalise on this saving in computational complexity to design a dual mode GNSS
receiver that is capable of acquiring both the GPS-C/A-code and the Galileo-OS-code
signals simultaneously. Initially, the requirement was to combine their dictionary
matrices (ƟGPS + ƟGalileo) in a single combined matrix (Ɵ). This meant that the size of
this combined matrix is too big, because the size of the ƟGalileo matrix is four times
the ƟGPS matrix (the OS code length is equal to 4092 chips while the C/A code length
is equal to 1023 chips), i.e. the size of the Ɵ matrix is equal to 10x106.
To explain how the size of the dictionary matrix is determined, we shall calculate the
size of the ƟGPS matrix, as an example. This matrix consists of the code-phase delay
and the Doppler-frequency shift for each of these 24 SV (= SV x Code phase delay
(P) x Doppler frequency shift (Q) = 24 x 2046 x 41≈ 2x106), where the code phase is
half chip resolution and the frequency search step is 500 Hz with range (±10 KHz).
Consequently, combining the two matrices leads to an increase in the time of
searching for each of the dictionary elements. Furthermore, the ƟGPS is considered as
an “overcomplete dictionary” or fat dictionary, as the number of columns basis (C) is
much greater than the length of the tested GNSS signal (N) [77]. Therefore, it has
become important to decompose the Ɵ matrix so as to make it manageable by
reducing the search process.
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6.1 Decomposition study
This section shall detail the simulation trails that led to decomposing of the Ɵ matrix.
At the beginning of this study, we have tried with a single GNSS signal (GPS signal
only). The idea was to exploit the GPS signal parameters and use them as a sensing
matrix, as they satisfied the RIP condition (see cp. Section 5.1), and so to generate
sparse vector. According to that we had two options, which are:
1. C/A codes sensing matrix with 0.5 Chip code phase resolution
2. Doppler frequency sensing matrix with 500Hz frequency resolution
Each one of these matrices (codes or frequencies) represents a deterministic matrix
and they are orthogonal. To emphasize the orthogonality of both proposals equation
(C⁄A¨O ).

(6.1) shows the normalised correlation or the inner product of the C/A codes
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Equation (6.2) illustrates the normalised correlation of the Doppler frequency shifts
(D¨O ).
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6.2

Firstly, we started with the C/A codes sensing matrix to test the new CS-framework.
1. The first stage of the CS acquisition takes the inner product between the
received

GPS

signal

and

the C/A

codes

matrix

to

produce a

sparse/compressed vector. According to equation (6.1), the output therefore
includes at least 3 peaks/values if the received signal comprises only one GPS
signal. Then it was found that this scenario is only applicable if the Doppler
frequency shifts equal to 0Hz.
2. While, when we add Doppler frequency shift, for example equal 250Hz to the
GPS signal, then these peaks are decreased in terms of numbers and
amplitude.
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3. For further testing, we increased the Doppler frequency shift to be 500Hz and
that led to fading of all the peaks.
4. Then we realised that in each chip there are 1540 cycles of carrier frequency
(1575.42MHz/1.023MHz), i.e. if the code phase resolution equals to 0.5 and if
the Doppler frequency shift equals or is greater than 750Hz then theoretically
the resultant correlation is zero.
In addition, using the C/A codes as a sensing matrix has results in a large numbers of
rows, which is equal to (2 x 1023 x 24 = 49104 rows). Whereas, this number is equal
to double the signal length when (4ms length is used at 6.138MHz sampling rate), and
this is inconsistent with the CS concept. While, using Doppler matrix produces very
good compression, however it too did not work because of the resultant weak
correlation when there is a code or Doppler shift.
This strong association between the integration of the code and frequency in the GPS
signal led to conducting the research in this particular area to devise new decomposed
dictionary (ƟD) matrix without affecting the signal integrity. The ƟD matrix is
designed by making the Doppler frequency shifts fixed for generating codes of all
GPS+Galileo signals. Thus, the ƟD matrix is represented as a bank of codes rather
than a bank of correlators. In addition, using ƟD matrix requires having input signal
to the CS framework without Doppler frequency shift and two dimensions searching
algorithm because ƟD matrix contains only GNSS codes. Consequently, we have
used Doppler channels as a pre-processing to strip the Doppler frequency shift, where
these channels provide high frequency resolution, as explained in Section 6.3.2. Also
we have modified the OMP algorithm to search for two dimensions by advising “2DOMP” algorithm, as detailed in Section 6.3.3.2.
In this chapter the ƟD matrix is can be applied for dual GNSS signals receiver like
(GPS+Galileo), as presented in Section 6.3, and as described in Section 6.7, the ƟD
matrix is can be also utilised in single GNSS signal receiver, such as GPS signal. To
illustrate the combined solution, the next section shall detail the multi-GNSS signal
receiver implementations.
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6.2 Combined multi-GNSS signals methods literature
survey
Using multi-GNSS signals in a localisation algorithm can help mitigate the multipath
effects in urban canyons, as more SVs comes in view, leading to improved
availability, time to first fix and location accuracy especially in cold start scenarios.
Therefore, integrating multi-GNSS signals in a single efficient acquisition/tracking
process is valuable in saving processing time and power on Smartphones. Several
solutions have been published for integration of the multi-GNSS signals, most of
which need undesirable complexity (abundant number of correlators) and/or overhead
(high sampling rate).
An example of these solutions is a hardware unit that has been designed to combine
the acquisition of the GPS-C/A-code signal and the Galileo-OS-code signal [78]. As
depicted in Figure 6-1 acquiring signals is accomplished by utilizing MF (coherent
integration) and FFT search (non-coherent integration). This design provides
considerable sensitivity for the weak signals by combining the coherent and noncoherent integrations.

Figure 6-1 Hardware unit acquisition for GPS and Galileo signals
However, it acquires one GNSS signal at a time and the overheads of this unit are:
1. Highly parallel scanning for the cells area (code and frequency) in the first
MF stage and long integration time in the FFT stage, where the dwell time is
4 times longer than the matched filter’s time.
2. As regards acquiring Galileo signal, the acquisition is ambiguous because the
chip search space is half chip resolution. And therefore, to overcome the
ambiguity issue and to have the same correlation gain as the GPS signal, the
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chip search space of the Galileo signal must be divided by 3. Consequently, a
high sampling rate is required to satisfy proper chip search space.
3. This design becomes more complex due to combining two different engines
the MF and the FFT search algorithms.
A serial search algorithm (time-domain implementation), as illustrated in Figure 6-2,
was adopted to acquire the GPS-C/A code signal and the Galileo-OS code signal
using side-by-side implementation [79]. This implementation was proposed to acquire
weak GNSS signals and by relying on aiding the network that enables this
implementation to determine all possible visible satellites with their estimation
Doppler frequency shifts. This aiding, however, reduces the size of the frequency bin
search but:
1. It still needs an abundant number of correlators "highly parallel processing"
that accommodates all codes of the two GNSS signals.
2. Long integration time, where 30ms are used for the GPS signal and 200ms
are employed for the Galileo signal.

Figure 6-2 Side-by-side GPS and Galileo Signals acquisition
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To understand the processing overhead and complexity of doing combined multiGNSS signal implementation the rest of survey focuses on software GNSS receiver
implementations rather than on hardware-correlator based solutions.
A reconfigurable multi-GNSS signal receiver that can acquire and track any (BPSK,
BOC (m,n), CBOC, or TMBOC) signal at a time by means of software control was
designed [80]. In this software receiver only the GNSS signals that broadcast in the
two bands of frequencies 1150-1310 MHz (for E5, L5, L2 and E6 GNSS signals) and
1550-1610MHz (for E1 and L1 GNSS signals) were acquired based on 137.5MHz
sampling rate. Depending on the chosen signal to be processed at the time, various
number of correlation channels or various kinds of search algorithms are deployed
such as using a single correlation channel for the BPSK signals or the Data or the
Pilot signals, while another configuration might use two correlation channels for the
Data & Pilot signals and unambiguous methods like DSB or BPSK-Like method.
Also, different discriminators can be reconfigured or selected depending on the target
use of the receiver.

Again, this receiver does process more than one signal

concurrently. In addition, it needs massive processing especially with that sampling
frequency. It would be remarkable if there was such a range of sampling rate at least
to be worked per requirement, because it is unprofitable to sample signal that has
2MHz bandwidth according to other GNSS signals that have 24MHz or 50MHz
bandwidth.
The limitation of acquiring a single GNSS signal at a time has been overcome by
combining the codes of multi-GNSS signals in a dual GPS-C/A-code signal and the
Galileo-OS-code signal acquisition solution. This is achieved by generating a PRN
code that contains the sum of two or more GNSS codes if these codes have the same
synchronization property (chipping rate) [81]. The resultant code is then multiplied by
the local carrier frequency with a specific Doppler frequency shift to construct a bank
of correlators. The acquisition is then accomplished in two stages. The first stage
determines the highest correlation between the generated bank and the received signal
using a serial search engine. The second stage firstly identifies the satellite ID then it
performs parallel correlation (parallel search engine) to estimate the code phase delay
and Doppler frequency shifts for the identified satellite. This method does acquire
multi-GNSS signal simultaneously but it also complicates the acquisition process by
joining two search engines, the serial search and parallel search.
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Another GNSS receiver implementation was proposed to take advantage of the
interoperable properties between the GPS, GLONASS and Galileo signals, such as
sharing the same bands, i.e. L1-E1 and L5-E5 bands [82]. The number of required
correlators to track the BOC signals that have subcarrier frequency equal to the
chipping rate is same as the number of correlators used in the BPSK signal. For
example, if the number of correlators to track the GPS-BPSK signal is 3 (early,
prompt and late) then the same number can be deployed for the Galileo-CBOC signal
because the rates of chipping to the subcarrier frequency are equal. While for the
other BOC signals such as GPS-M code signal that has high subcarrier frequency,
then the required correlators are proportional to the BOC order. This means, if the
BOC order is 2 then the required correlators are equal to twice the BPSK’s
correlators. Moreover, for the other modulation techniques like QPSK modulation,
the required correlators are double the BPSK signal because it is processed as two
decomposed BPSK signals. However, to combine all these GNSS signals in a single
tracking unit requires a high sampling rate (40MHz) to accommodate the wideband
signals such as GPS-L5 and Galile-E5 signals. In other words, the processing time to
track the GPS-L1 signal is now 10 times longer than if it is sampled at 4MHz.
The combined solution that targets signals broadcasting from the same system like
GPS signals has some advantages, such as compensating the delay in the code phase
estimates the Doppler shift of the other signal. Nevertheless, there is no increase in
the number of satellites or any chance to have different distributions by integrating
these signals because they have the same constellation. A combined GPS L1-C/A and
L2-C signals was proposed to enhance error correction in the entire system [83]. This
work was developed to acquire and track both signals. Various acquisition
implementations were designed and all of them relied on correlating the signals codes
separately and combining them at the end of the correlation. For the tracking
implementation, Kalman filter was used to estimate the error caused by the
ionosphere, troposphere and the time delay of the instruments biases.
Regarding the CS solutions, the GCS-2 solution is the only CS-based solution that
considers the BOC signal acquisition. Nevertheless, it cannot be applied to the current
BOC(1,1) signals like Galileo-OS or L1C signals, unless it modifies the size of the
banks of correlators and yet it only acquires one signal at a time [69].
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On the other hand, determining the fine frequency is essential in the conventional
GNSS receiver to reduce the phase error between the carrier frequency of the received
and the locally generated signals, and practically it is located after acquisition
process. Our implementation provides more accurate frequency estimation due to
using the high resolution of the Doppler channels that can overcome this processing
stage.
A fine-frequency acquisition method based on circular correlation and the FFT-search
was proposed to prepare a 1Hz fine frequency error to the tracking stage [84]. This
1Hz fine frequency is accomplished when the C/N of the received signal is above
32dB-Hz. In a typical solution, if the coherent integration time is equal to 1ms, then
the frequency bin search step is 333Hz [29], i.e. when the 1ms is used to acquire GPS
signal the frequency error is around ±333Hz. The process of the fine frequency
calculation is mostly similar to the early-late tracking process. Where in this method
three channels are constructed, one in the middle/prompt “P” and the other two are
located in the left “L” and in the right “R” with frequency space equal to 666Hz. This
construction is more likely the space between the early and late correlators in the
tracking code phase delay (DLL). These channels are used in three discriminators to
find the fine frequency; the best discriminator adopted in this method is:
Fine frequency = GL-GR/GP, where G represents the amplitude of the power of noncoherent integration.

6.3 The CSSR implementation
CSSR is designed to overcome the reviewed undesirable complexity and the
processing overhead, as well as acquiring two GNSS signals simultaneously. Figure
6-3, shows the block diagram of our CSSR implementation, and the following
sections are a detailed explanation of the 4 CSSR implementation stages; receiving
and sampling stage, removing the subcarrier frequency effect stage to convert the
BOC signal to the BPSK like signal, generating non-Doppler shift vectors stage to
compensate the measurement in our CS framework and acquisition stage in CS
domain.
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Figure 6-3 CSSR block diagram
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6.3.1 CSSR-Receiving, sampling and removing the subcarrier
effect
The CSSR can be implemented with any RF front-end. In this implementation we
have used BPS receiver, where the received GPS and Galileo signals are sampled at
the rate equal to the summation of information bandwidths, which is equal to
6.138MHz and therefore the folded frequency is located at 2.046MHz.
The challenges for achieving this CSSR implementation were; on one hand, we
needed to overcome the Galileo signal acquisition ambiguity because the CS
dictionary matrix is based on half chip resolution. On the other hand, we needed to
figure out how to reduce the complexity of the CS framework, because our chosen
Galileo OS and GPS-C/A signals use different modulation techniques (BPSK and
CBOC modulations). The solution to both of these challenges is to have both signals
as BPSK modulated signals. To achieve this conversion without loss of signal power,
the best conversion to realize this without loss of signal power is to use the DSB [21]
or BPSK-Like [22] methods. However, implementation of these two methods will
result in a complex CS framework. Therefore, to further reduce the computational
complexity and adding more freedom to manipulate with the CS frameworks, we
have capitalised on our ESCE method (see cp. Section 3.4). This will eliminate the
subcarrier frequency effect and overcome the ambiguity.
As illustrated in Figure 6-4, the received GNSS signals go through two channels
simultaneously, the first channel filters out the Galileo signal to obtain GPS signal
only, while the second channel is responsible for converting the BOC modulation
signal to the BPSK like modulation signal. This removing of the subcarrier
channel, which is either the data’s subcarrier channel S( (3.3) or the pilot’s subcarrier

frequency effect is achieved by multiplying the Galileo signal by the subcarrier
channels S) (3.4). The resultant filtered and converted signals are then combined to

construct a GGBPSK signal, which is then passed to the next processing stage.
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Figure 6-4 GGBPSK signal conversion
Note that, the required Galileo code in the ƟD matrix is therefore either the primary
code of the data channel if S( is employed to eliminate the subcarrier frequency

effect, or the primary code of the pilot channel if S) is used. Where, using one of

these channels (data or pilot) would simplify the construction of the ƟD.
Furthermore, according to the experiments, our recommendation is to use zero phase
shift of the generated subcarrier frequency. We found at this phase shift that the
elimination gives a better matching performance with the actual code-phase delay in
the received Galileo signal than the others shifts.

6.3.2 CSSR-Non-Doppler shift vectors generation
Converting BOC modulation signal to a BPSK modulation signal will significantly
reduce the correlator complexity, i.e. from “code + subcarrier + frequency” to
“code + frequency”. Consequently, minimizing these numbers of correlators would
accelerate the acquisition process. Thus, the pre-processing, non-Doppler channels, is
adopted here to generate non-Doppler shift vectors.
The ƟD matrix is implemented without any Doppler shift, as will be explained in
Section 6.3.4.1. In order to aid our CS framework for finding the right code, it
passes through “m” Doppler channels dt t simultaneously that is expressed in

necessitates having a signal without Doppler shift. For that reason, the sampled signal

equation (6.3). This process will generate non-Doppler shift signals/vectors that will
compensate the measurements in the ƟD matrix. Therefore, only channels that have
zero frequency shifts will be selected for our CS framework. Note that, the number
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“m” will control the acquisition complexity as it determines the number of rows
vectors in the sensing matrix, which will be used in the next stage.
dt t = eZ0πt∆[v

6.3

As shown in Figure 6-5, these “m” Doppler channels contain a range of all possible
Doppler shifts (∆f), where “m” value for a normal signal environment is 321 and can
be increased to 401 for high-resolution acquisition in harsh environments. So, when
the Doppler shift in the received signal matches the generating frequency of the
channel, then the output will contain only the GGBPSK signal without Doppler shift
that can be easily acquired in CS process, as illustrated in equation (6.4).

xt t = X t dt t

Figure 6-5 Multi-Doppler channels

xt t = õ t − τ eZ0π [Ê] ˜[Ž v eZ0πt∆[v
xt t = õ t − τ eZ0π[Ê]v eZ0π t∆[˜[Ž
xt t = Xy t − τ eZ0π t∆[˜[Ž
xt t = X y t − τ ,

v

v

when m∆f = fs

6.4

where õ is the navigation component and

represents the received signal without Doppler shift.
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Xy

6.3.3 CSSR-Signals acquisition procedure
6.3.3.1

Combined decomposed dictionaries

In fact, scaling down the number of required correlators and its requirements, i.e.
frequency, are highly desired and will directly reduce the searching time and power
consumption. As a result, the processing in stages (2&3) relaxes the construction of
the ƟD matrix, whereas both the GPS+Galileo signals are presented now as a BPSK
signal and without Doppler shift.
Practically, the design of any GNSS dictionary matrix based on CS technique should
include all the GNSS signal code shifts and Doppler frequency shifts; otherwise the
signal cannot be acquired. In Section 6.1, we have pointed out that the current
dictionary matrix used to acquire GPS signals is considered as a fat dictionary. In
order to overcome this issue, we have effectively resolved that by decomposing the
dictionary matrix. This decomposition is achieved by generating a bank of codes
multiplied by a fixed carrier frequency, i.e. without any Doppler shifts. Thus the size
of the dictionary will reduce from (satellites number x codes shifts x Doppler
frequencies shifts) to (satellites number x codes shifts), i.e. huge dimension
reduction can be achieved.
To realize this achievement the number of column vectors in our ƟD matrix is equal
to:
I x (P1+P2) = 24 x ((1023+4092) x 2) ≈ 2.5 x 105
Where, this size is much less than the previous CS-based GPS dictionary dimension
(2 x 106), i.e. it is only 12%, where P1 represents the code phase of the GPS-C/A-code
and P2 represents the code phase of the Galileo-OS-code as expressed in equation
(6.5). Furthermore, our ƟD matrix does maintain the signal integration between the
codes and frequency, irrespective of the signal strength.
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refers to the GPS C/A code and †,•

represent the Galileo OS primary (data or pilot code)

The typical design of the ƟD matrix makes acquiring both GPS+Galileo signals in a
single process possible, rather than one at a time as the work proposed in [69]. It also
saves valuable processing time via minimizing the number of required correlators.
Moreover, the generality of the ƟD matrix enables any GNSS signals or other
wireless signals to be combined their dictionary with the GPS dictionary if these
signals are folded or down-converted to the same IF frequency. Fortunately, both
signals of interest share same frequency band and therefore their dictionaries can be
easily combined.

6.3.3.2

Finding the dictionary elements

By observing the output from Doppler channels, it can be seen that only a few
vectors are useful and have zero Doppler shift. Our idea is to exploit these numbers
of channels to determine the amount of Doppler frequency shift. In other words, the
channel that generates zero Doppler shifts will be chosen in our CS framework. As
shown in Figure 6-3, the CS acquisition is accomplished in two steps:
1. The first step in the acquisition process is transforming the time-domain nonDoppler vectors to the CS-domain. This is accomplished by multiplying (inner
product) the non-Doppler vectors outputs with a known orthogonal transform
“the sensing matrix ɸ”, and the total multiplication will produce a compressed
matrix “Z” ensemble with (m x m) dimension, this Z matrix compresses the
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necessary information to be simply acquired in CS domain by linear
measurements.
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As shown in equation (6.6) the dimension of ɸ matrix is equal to (m x n)
dimension where m is equal to the number of Doppler channels, and n is equal
to the number of samples.

2. The next step then is to acquire both signals, where the acquisition is
accomplished by solving matrix V in equation (6.7).

= ψV

ψ = ɸ Ɵö

6.7
6.8

where ψ Ó is the measurement matrix and constructs

by multiplying the transform matrix ɸ Ó with the ƟD
matrix.

To solve sparse matrix V it requires a two-dimensional search algorithm.
While, the frequently used CS-based algorithms are designed to search in one
dimension such as the Matching Pursuit (MP) algorithm [85], or the OMP
algorithm [65]. Practically, the main difference between these algorithms is
the MP algorithm that is based on finding the better approximation, which
represents the support value, while the OMP algorithm is based on finding the
better approximation but it updates this approximation each time or each
iteration. The approximation is can be realised by matching the compressed
measurement matrix ψ. Consequently, these algorithms suffer when the
signal (inner product between received signal and sensing matrix) with

problem has a fat dictionary, because it takes a long time to calculate the
support value (highest matching).
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In this CSSR implementation we have modified the OMP algorithm to search
in two dimensions rather than the one dimension. This was managed by
adding an extra step to the OMP algorithm. Typically, the one dimension
OMP determines the matching from the highest sum. Our additional step is
determined the highest peak inside the predetermined highest sum, as
illustrated in Algorithm 6-1.
support value of the ƟD matrix, which represents the highest inner product

Practically, the 2D-OMP algorithm selects one item at a time; this item is the
between the ψ and the residual, where the initial value of the residual is the Z

matrix. So, the right code phase delay S ,) = supp V is determined by the
Doppler frequency shift cannot be obtained from the Ɵö matrix because it

number of columns that represents the highest sum. While, calculating the

realised by determining the maximum value inside the highest sum Ss =

does not have any Doppler shifts. Our modification to the OMP algorithm is
maxŸ S ,) ¢, which represents the highest inner product value with the zero
Doppler shift vector.

Algorithm 6-1 2D-OMP Algorithm

1. Initialise r ü = Z, y ü = 0, Γü =⊘

2. for n = 1;n := n+1 till stopping criterion is met
(a)

±

=

ψ3

(b) ë± = d *Å
(c) ð ± = d *Å

(d)

±

=

(e) ¹ ± =
±

=

±˜#

ψ

−

±

d | ~|

d |

∪ ë±

±
~ |

(update step)

ψ¹

3. Output: p` , q` , r ` & y `
(f)

Here the stopping criterion is the number of iteration (n), which equals to twice of

the satellites number, and the dagger † indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
[74].
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For this particular modification we take a simple example to demonstrate how the
2D-OMP determines the highest correlation or matching process. In this example, we
picked three matching outputs for each GNSS signal. The setup of this example is as
follows:
1. The tested signals are the GPS-SV2 signal and the Galileo-SV2.
2. The maximum channel delay distribution of the C/A and the OS codes are set
chip resolution. Therefore the total number of column vectors in the Ɵö

to 10Tc, i.e. each satellite has 20 code shifts because it is designed with half

matrix is equal to (20 x (24+24) = 980), as illustrated in Figure 6-6.

3. The code phase delay for the GPS signal is set 1½ Chip and 1 Chip for the
Galileo signal.
4. The Doppler frequency shift of GPS signal is equal to 500Hz and of the
Galileo signal is set to -500Hz. Where the row number 1 means +4KHz
Doppler frequency shift and row number 401 refers to -4KHz Doppler
frequency shift, as shown in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6-6 Dictionary matrix with maximum phase delay 10Tc

Figure 6-7 Doppler channel distribution
In the first iteration when we matched the output from sensing-step with the
measurement matrix, the highest sum is obtained at column number 23, as shown in
Figure 6-8-a. This column number belongs to the GPS-SV2 and code phase delay is
equal to 1½ Chip. The next step in this algorithm is to find the highest peak inside the
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highest column sum. As shown in Figure 6-8-b, the highest peak is located at row
number 176, the red line and this point out that the Doppler frequency shift is 500Hz.
The matching amplitude of the GPS-SV2 is three times the matching amplitude of the
GPS-SV24 and of the Galileo-SV1 (blue and green lines respectively). Then the
algorithm replaces the obtained highest peak with zeros to perform the second
iteration.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6-8 GPS matching results using 2D-OMP a) determining code phase delay
b) determining Doppler frequency shift
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In the second iteration, the highest sum is obtained at column number 502, as shown
in Figure 6-9-a. This column number refers to the Galileo-SV2 with a code phase
delay equal to 1 Chip. Then finding the highest peak inside the highest sum is
performed and as depicted in Figure 6-9-b the highest peak is located at row number
226, the red line, and that denotes the Doppler frequency shift is equal to -500Hz. In
addition, the result shows that the matching amplitude of the Galileo-SV2 is three
times the matching amplitude of the GPS-SV1 and of the Galileo-SV24 (blue and
green lines respectively).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6-9 Galileo matching results using 2D-OMP determining code phase delay
b) determining Doppler frequency shift
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6.4 CSSR experiments setup
Several experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of our CSSR with
various signal conditions. We have captured signals from actual wireless
communication channel using Signalion HaLo-430 platform. Also we have
implemented both GPS and Galileo signals in simulation environment using
MATLAB-Simulink platform. The setups of both environments are:
1. The use of the realistic HaLo-430 platform testbed enables us to assess the
performance of our CSSR versus other traditional implementations. The
setups of these scenarios are same as the ESCE experiments setup (see cp.
Section 3.5) except the following parameters:
a) The sampling frequency is equal to 6.25MHz.
b) The number of GNSS signals is four (two GPS signals and two
Galileo signals).
c) The length of tested signals is 20ms.
d) The frame length of each baseband signal is 125,000 samples and the
number of pause samples after transmitting a frame is 12800 samples.
e) The frame length of the received signal is 300,000 samples.
Also, in each scenario we have used all the 4 channels of the HaLo-430
platform in the transmitter and receiver sides.
2. The simulation environments are used to highlight the high frequency
resolution obtained based on CSSR implementation under control scenarios.
In this environment two GPS signals and two Galileo signals are simulated in
each scenario. The same simulation conditions that were used to simulate
Galileo signals in our OGSR experimental setup (see cp. Section 4.3) have
been applied in this Simulink environment, such as (Tx Channel Rx)
block, Rayleigh Fading block and AWGN block. The setting of the
experiments is as follows:
a) The sampling frequency is equal to 6.138MHz.
b) Two GPS signals, as shown in Figure 6-10, and two Galileo signals,
as depicted in Figure 4-8, are simulated in each scenario.
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Figure 6-10 GPS C/A signal generation

6.5 CSSR results and performance
We worked on the GPS alone based on CS and we had some impressive results, this
work, when including a Galileo signal, we are still in the borderline in that other
solution based CS.
For the GPS signal acquisition, we have found that the suitable range of Doppler
channels is 81 channels as will be illustrated in Section 6.4, So, when combining two
GNSS signals these numbers of channels certainly must be increased. The Galileo
OS code length is 4 times longer than the GPS C/A code; therefore the minimum
number of Doppler channels is then 4 times the number used for only GPS signal,
i.e. 321 channels. Note that we cannot use 324 due to a range of frequency bin step.
So, in order to improve and ensure correctness of our CSSR, two ranges of the
Doppler channels are used to evaluate the CSSR performance, which are 321 and
401 channels. These Doppler channels produce very high frequency resolution and
equal to 25Hz when using 321 channels and 20Hz if 401 channels are deployed.
Our assessment is divided into two parts; the first part compares CSSR with
traditional implementation in terms of detection performance, the acquisition time,
the acquisition frequency resolution and computational complexity. The second
comparison compares CSSR (GPS+Galileo) with the CMS solution [57] in terms of
the computational complexity and the memory requirements, where this solution is
designed for acquiring only GPS signal.
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I. CSSR versus MF implementations
Apart from the CSSR implementation, we have implemented three other
combined implementations. These methods are the MF-D (GPS+Galileo dualsideband), the MF-S (GPS+Galileo single-sideband) and the MF-BS
(GPS+Galileo single-BPSK-Like), as illustrated in Figure 6-11. This enabled us
to compare CSSR to the others under similar conditions.
Figure 6-12, shows the acquisition rate of our CSSR using various numbers of
Doppler channels, actually CSSR-H refers to using 401 channels and CSSR-L
refers to using 321 channels, compared with MF implementations. In this
frequency effect and then the primary data code is used in the Ɵö matrix.

particular test, the subcarrier-data channel is used to remove the subcarrier

In this comparison, it is necessary to point out that the CSSR signals acquisition
performance of the 401 channels is better than the performance using 321
channels by 2dB. This increasing of the channel number improves the
measurements in the CS framework. For the performance of MF
implementations, it is clearly shown that the MF-D is better than the MF-S by
2dB and 4dB outperforms the MF-BS, due to combined powers of the dual
sidebands when acquiring Galileo signal. The result also shows that the
performance of CSSR-H is as good as MF-D in high and low C/N.
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Figure 6-11 Matched filter implementations a) MF-D, b) MF-S and c) MF-BS

Figure 6-12 CSSR probability of detection vs. C\N
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For the acquisition time comparison, it is necessary to point that in traditional
(time-domain or frequency-domain) implementation, the acquisition time
depends on two factors, which are the signal length (dwell time) and the
sampling frequency. So, long dwell time and high sampling rate leads to long
processing/searching time and vice versa. While, the acquisition/searching time
sensing matrix and the number of column vectors in the Ɵö matrix. Therefore,

in our CSSR implementation depends on the number of row vectors in the

increasing the dwell time, for example from 4ms to 8ms or 20ms to acquire low

sensitivity signals will result in the same cost of the processing 4ms. The only
overhead takes place in the second stage, i.e. when generating the non-Doppler
shift vectors, while in the rest CS-process the time is almost constant. To count
that:
the Doppler channels Xt and the sensing matrix ɸ and the computational

1. The first stage complexity is the inner product between the output from

is highly dependent on the number of Doppler channels and equal to
O(NdM2).

where Nd represents the number of samples and M is
the Doppler channels.
2. The complexity of the second stage, i.e. finding the support elements is
rely on the block Z (m x m) and the measurement matrix ψ (m x (IPd)).

same for all signal length because the inputs to the 2D-OMP algorithm

where “m” is the number of the Doppler channels, “I”

represents 24 satellites and “Pd” is the code phases for
GPS+Galileo signals with half chip resolution
(10230).
As shown in Figure 6-13, increasing the dwell time makes the acquisition time
increase linearly in the MF implementation. While in our CSSR the acquisition
time is constant and when counting the non-Doppler vector generation the
processing time is still much less than the time required in the MF
implementation. Note that, in this comparison the sampling frequency is equal to
6.138MHz.
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Figure 6-13 Processing time and first stage complexity vs. signal length
The third comparison focused on the frequency resolution obtained by our
CSSR, which is equivalent to the fine frequency. In typical GNSS receiver, the
fine frequency process is used to increase the frequency resolution of the
acquired signal, for example from 1KHz or 500Hz to 10s of Hz. This process
would accelerate the lock of the local carrier frequency with the frequency of the
received signal in the tracking stage. This process is located after the acquisition
process, and that leads to make the transition time from the acquisition stage to
tracking stage longer. Furthermore, in time-domain or frequency-domain signal
acquisition, the frequency resolution (frequency search step) depends on the
signal length. This is because if the local carrier is off by one cycle it means
there is no correlation and when it is less than one cycle it leads to partial
correlation. Thus, in 1ms signal length then 1KHz will change one cycle because
the frequency bin step represents the ratio between the sampling frequency to
the number of samples. For example, the sampling frequency in our simulation
setup is 6.138MHz and the number of samples of 1ms is 6138 samples, then the
ratio is equal to 1KHz. Consequently, when the tested signal length is 4ms then
the frequency bin step is equal to 250Hz and so on, more details in [33]. While,
in CS-domain the acquisition resolution depends on the compression factor, i.e.
the numbers of rows in the sensing matrix. In our CSSR implementation the
number of Doppler channels controls these row numbers. In fact, the frequency
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resolution that is deployed in our CSSR produces high frequency resolution and
is equal to 20Hz. This resolution enables tracking signal without any need for
the fine-frequency process and therefore our CSSR would reduce the transition
time.
Figure 6-14, shows the RMSE frequency resolution of our CSSR versus MF-S
implementation. Whereas, the typical use of the 401 Doppler channels (20Hz
frequency resolution) makes the estimation of the Doppler frequency shifts close
to the actual frequency of the received signals, and the accuracy are around
10Hz and 40Hz in high C\N and low C\N respectively. While reducing these
channels to 321 (25Hz frequency resolution) will reduce the accuracy of
calculating the Doppler by 10Hz in the high and low C\N. However, the Doppler
frequency shift calculated by our CSSR is much better than the MF
implementation that based on 250Hz frequency resolution. Where, the RMSE
Doppler frequency shifts of the MF-S implementation vary between 60Hz150Hz in high C\N and low C\N respectively. Note that increasing the frequency
bin step in MF will increase the acquisition time.

Figure 6-14 RMSE Doppler frequency shifts
The last comparison with the MF implementation is the computational
complexity. In this comparison we have compared CSSR using 401-channels
“CSSR-H” and the MF-S implementations, and as illustrated in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1 CSSR vs. MF Computational Complexity
CSSR-H

MF-S

Generate non-Doppler Vectors:

Removing carrier frequency

O(N M)

O(N Q)

Inner Product:

Correlating GPS codes

O(N M2)

O(I C Ps N)

Inner Projection

Correlating Galileo codes

O(M I Pd S)

O(I C Ps N)

Find Code Phase Delay

GPS accumulation

O(S log(I Pd))

O(I Ps N)

Find Doppler Shift

Galileo accumulation

O(S log(M))

O(I Ps N)

Stopping Criterion

Threshold comparison

O(M S)

O(I log(Ps))

where “Q” is 33 frequency bin step, “C” is 2
correlation channels (the in-phase and quadraturephase). “Ps” is 8184 code phases for GPS or Galileo
signals with half chip resolution based on 4ms signal
length and “S” is 50 the numbers of iterations setting.
Figure 6-15 depicts the total computational complexity versus increasing the
sampling rate, from 2MHz to 16MHz. The comparison showed that more than
50% reduction has been achieved in acquiring both GPS and Galileo signals
using our CS framework.
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Figure 6-15 Computational complexity vs. sampling frequency
II. CSSR (GPS+Galileo) implementation versus CMS (GPS) solution
The achievements with regards to memory requirements are illustrated in
memory storage, where our Ɵö matrix is 73% of the CMS’s dictionary
Table 6-2. The CSSR implementation again proves the saving of the required

matrix that is based on GPS only.

Table 6-2 CSSR-Memory Requirements
CSSR

Matrix

CMS

Sensing Matrix

M Nd

C I Ps Q

Dictionary Matrix

I Pd Nd

I Ns Ps Q

Measurement Matrix

M I Pd

Ns C

where “Nd” represents the 24552 samples based on 4ms signal
length at 6.138MHz sampling frequency, “Ns” represents the
8,184 samples for the tested 4ms length signal at 2.046MHz
sampling frequency, “I” is the 24 SV satellites, “C” represents
the chosen 600 number of channels in CMS, “Q” is the 41
frequency search steps and “Ps” is the 2046 code phase
resolution for GPS signals.
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Moreover, to discuss the dwell time effect on the CS-based acquisition
solution, we also compare CSSR with CMS and GCS-1 solutions because
they have different dictionary matrix implementation. We found that these
CS-based solutions were also directly proportional to the dwell time, as
detailed below:
1. In CMS solution the sparse vector generation is directly proportional
to the dwell time because the row length depends on the signal
length. Therefore increasing the dwell time will increase the time to
generate sparse vector [57].
2. In GCS-1 solution, the acquisition time is also directly proportional
to the dwell time due to the bank of correlators that multiplied by the
received signal must have the same length. So, increasing or
decreasing the dwell time will directly effect on the matching time
that located at the beginning of the CS acquisition [58].

6.6 Conclusion on the CSSR
We called a 2for1 receiver because it acquires both GPS and Galileo signals at less
than the complexity and processing time required by an MF acquisition process.
The CSSR implementation combines the acquisition of the GPS+Galileo signals, for
the first time, in single search process based CS technique. Acquiring GPS+Galileo
signals is accomplished with fewer correlators/measurements as the CS process
transfers the correlation/matching from the whole length of the signal to the number
of rows/channels in the sensing matrix. CSSR combines the dictionaries of these
signals in a single combined dictionary, by capitalising on our previous ESCE
method that eliminates the subcarrier frequency effect that converts the BOC signal
to BPSK signal. This eliminates the repetition to find the supports values.
The implementation requirements and detection performance of our CSSR are
analysed and compared with other MF implementations that are based on ambiguous
and unambiguous Galileo signal acquisition. Also our CSSR is compared with the
CS-based solution that designed to acquire GPS signal only. The results based on
simulation and realistic environments of our CSSR implementation indicate that, in
one hand, the acquisition time and complexity are less by 50% than the conventional
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MF implementations, as well as CSSR achieves high frequency resolution. On the
other hand, CSSR reduces the memory storage requirements and computational
complexity 73% and 21% respectively in comparison to the CS-based solutions like
CMS solution. In addition, to help acquiring low sensitivity signals, the process of
increasing the dwell time from 4ms to 8ms or 20ms will cost the same as processing
4ms dwell in CSSR implementation.
The analysis of the CSSR implementation revealed that the control parameter is the
range of the Doppler channels, where increasing or decreasing channels will directly
effect on the CS measurements, the acquisition rate and the resolution of estimating
both of the Doppler frequency shift and the code phase delay. Thereby, in order to
obtain desired acquisition rate, frequency resolution and accuracy, increasing the
number of Doppler channels/sensing matrix’s rows is required.
The other contribution in this implementation is the 2D-OMP algorithm that can be
used to solve CS problem in one or two dimensions. The computational cost of this
modification is much less than the cost when we solve CS problem that has a fat
dictionary.
In conclusion, unlike other GNSS receivers, our CSSR implementation achieves
significant saving, in terms of reducing the complexity and accelerating the
acquisition process, as well as achieving higher frequency resolution acquisition that
is equivalent to the fine frequency.
I gave an attractive presentation on the CSSR implementation in the Institute of
Navigation (ION GNSS+ 2015) on Friday, September 18, 2015 at Tampa, Florida in
the USA.
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6.7 The SCSSR implementation
As illustrated in Section 6.3.3 the ƟD matrix can be used to acquire either a single

signal or combined signals, like combine GPS with other GNSS or any wireless
signals if their frequencies are folded or down-converted to the same IF frequency. In
ƟD matrix.

this section we shall demonstrate the performance of acquiring GPS signal only using

Figure 6-16, shows the block diagram of our SCSSR implementation. The SCSSR
process is less than the CSSR process by one stage (the conversion stage) and this
makes acquiring GPS signal being accomplished in only 3 stages:
1. The GPS signal is sampled at information rate (chipping rate = 2.046MHz) to
have half chip resolution.
2. Then the samples pass through “m” Doppler channels simultaneously to
generate non-Doppler shift vectors.
3. Acquiring GPS signal based on our CS framework also consists of two steps:
A. Sensing step
B. Acquisition step
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Figure 6-16 SCSSR block diagram
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6.7.1 SCCSR-GPS dictionary matrix structure
As detailed in Section 6.3.3.1, the ƟD matrix is represented as a bank of codes rather

than a bank of correlators. Consequently, the ƟDS matrix of the GPS signal is equal to

phase delay”. As a result, our ƟDS matrix implementation achieves a massive

(I.P) multiplied by the same carrier frequency, where (P) is the “search step of code

dimension reduction in comparison to the previous implementations and as explained
in Section 6.1, where the number of columns vectors in the previous CS-based
dictionaries is:
IPQ = 24 x (1023x2) x 41 ≈ 2x106
While in our SCSSR now equal to:
IP = 24 x (1023x2) ≈ 4.9x104
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6.9

It is worthwhile to mention that our ƟDS matrix is same as a Toeplitz matrix since all

descend diagonally from left to right be constant. Therefore, the solution will be
easier to find the right code. In other words, if we assume that the dimension of the
dictionary matrix is (c x c) then the computational complexity of the solution will be

reduced from O c 0 to O 2c − 1 .

6.7.2 SCSSR-Non-Doppler shift vectors generation
The process of generating non-Doppler vectors is the same process that is used for
our CSSR implementation. As explained in Section 6.3.2 the length of the C/A code
is a quarter of the OS and the required number of Doppler channel then will be 81
channels. So, as expressed in equation (6.4) there are few vectors, which do not have
Doppler frequency that will be selected in our CS framework. Furthermore, the
frequency resolution is now equal to 100Hz and it is still less than the frequency
resolution that is used in the traditional implementations.
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6.7.3 SCSSR-Signal acquisition process
The same process that was deployed in our CSSR implementation is used here. The
main differences in the size of matrices between SCSSR and CSSR are:
1. The number of rows vectors “m” in the sensing matrix is less than that used in
the CSSR.

2. The number of column vectors of the measurement matrix ψ is one-fifth than
the measurement matrix in the CSSR.

The process is accomplished by taking the inner product between the non-Doppler
vectors output with the sensing matrix ɸ, to construct (m x m) Z block (see equation
6.6). Then we used the 2D-OMP to solve matrix V in equation (6.7) and to determine
the dictionary elements.
In our SCSSR implementation we also demonstrate how the 2D-OMP matching
process. As shown in Figure 6-17, three matching outputs are selected to describe the
performance of our 2D-OMP algorithm and in this example:
1. The simulated signal is a GPS-SV2 signal.
2. The maximum channel delay distribution of the C/A code is set to 20Tc, i.e.
each satellite has 40 code shifts, and therefore the total number of column
vectors in the measurement matrix is (40 x 24 = 960).
3. The code phase delay for the GPS signal is set 3 Chip.
4. The Doppler frequency shift of a simulated signal is equal to 500Hz, note that
row number 1 means +4KHz Doppler frequency shift and row number 81
refers to -4KHz Doppler frequency shift.
As shown in Figure 6-17-a the highest sum is achieved at column number 46 and this
number belongs to the GPS-SV2 with code phase delay equal to 3 Chip, because each
SV is represented by 40 code shifts. Then, as depicted in Figure 6-17-b, the highest
peak inside the highest sum is located at row number 36 (the red line) and that means
the Doppler frequency shift is 500Hz. While the matching amplitude between the
generated GPS-SV-1 and generated GPS-SV24 (blue and green lines respectively)
with the simulated SV-2 is a quarter of the right match.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-17 GPS-only Matching results using 2D-OMP a) determining code
phase delay b) determining Doppler frequency shift

6.8 SCSSR experimental results and performance
In order to highlight the reduction obtained for both computational complexity and
memory requirements, our SCSSR was compared with the MCS [57] and our GCSR
[86]. Table 6-3 illustrates the breakdown of the computational complexity. While,
Table 6-4 shows the memory storage requirements that are needed for the three
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matrices. In these tables, “Ns” represents the 8184 samples for the tested 4ms length
signal at 2.046MHz sampling frequency, “I” is the 24 GPS satellites, “M” is the 81
Doppler channels used in our SCSSR, “C” represents the chosen 480 number of
channels, “Q” is the 17 frequency search steps as used in CMS and GCSR methods,
“S” is the 24 number of iterations setting, and “P” is the 2046 code phase resolution.
This comparison shows that our computational complexity and memory
requirements are less by 80% than CMS and GCSR solutions. Also, our SCSSR
satisfies acquiring signals at higher frequency resolution up to 100 Hz, which is
almost equivalent to the “fine frequency” stage of acquisition (reduced search space
integration deployed after acquiring the signal) in the traditional receivers.
Table 6-3 SCSSR Breakdown Computational Complexity
Steps

Our SCSSR
Generate Vectors

CMS & GCSR
Digital Compression

O(NsM)

O(NsC)

Inner Product

CTF Block

O(M2)

O(C2)

Residual Update

O(S2)

Inner Projection

O(MIPS)

O(CIPQS)

Find Code Phase Delay

Find Dictionary Element

O(S log(IP))

O(S log(IPQ))

Find Doppler Shift
O(S log(M))
Stopping Criterion O(MS)

O(CS)

Note that shaded cells represent the lowest computational
Table 6-4 SCSSR Memory Requirements
Matrix type

Our SCSSR

CMS

GCSR

Sensing Matrix

M Ns

C IPQ

C Ns

Dictionary Matrix

Ns IP

Ns IPQ

Ns IPQ

Measurement Matrix

M IP

C Ns

C IPQ
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To evaluate the performance of our SCSSR, four scenarios of various GPS signal
conditions, as shown in Table 6-5, are simulated using MATLAB. Firstly, the
simulated signals are fed to AWGN and the received power is set to -125dBm. Then
it is sampled at a rate equal to the information bandwidth, which is 2.046MHz and
the total cascade noise figure is 3dB.
To assess the performance of our SCSSR, we have performed several experiments
that use a different number of Doppler channels to illustrate the effect of increasing
these channels. Experimentally, we have found that the minimum number of
channels that can be used to acquire GPS signal is 33 channels. This number is
controlled by the frequency bin step, where the 33 frequency bin steps refers to
500Hz frequency resolution with ±4KHz Doppler frequency range.

Hence,

increasing this number will enhance the acquisition rate and increase the frequency
resolution. Therefore, two numbers of Doppler channels have been chosen (33 & 81)
for these simulations. Also, to overcome the dwell time ambiguity we have used
(1ms and 4ms), which are equivalent to 2046 and 8184 samples respectively.
Table 6-5 GPS Signals Scenarios
LOS & Multipath signals Scenarios
C\N dB-Hz

Number of received signals

50-46

5 LOS signals

45-41

5 LOS signals and one multipath for each signal

40-36

5 LOS signals and two multipath for each signal

35-30

5 LOS signals and three multipath for each signal

As shown in Figure 6-18, SCSSR achieves low acquisition rate if the number of
channels (33-channels) is used and at lowest dwell time 1ms. Increasing the time of
tested signal to 4ms improves the acquisition rate by 10%. While, when the number
of Doppler channels is risen from 33 to 81 channels, the probability of acquiring the
1ms signal will increase to 40%. And when increasing the signal length to 4ms, the
fixed rate is more than 20% overall better performance.
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Figure 6-18 SCSSR probability of detection vs. C\N
Additionally, to emphasise the high frequency resolution achievement, Figure 6-19
shows the performance of using two types of Doppler channels, which are 33 and 81.
These Doppler channels will control the size or the number of the rows in the
sensing matrix. i.e. the high number means high sensing and of course more accurate
correlation or matching. The results show that the RMSE is less than 100Hz when 81
Doppler channels are deployed, and can be assumed to be equivalent to the fine
frequency. While the use of 33 Doppler channels the RMSE increases to 150Hz,
which still is highly accurate than time and frequency implementations that are based
on 500Hz frequency resolution.
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Figure 6-19 RMSE frequency vs. C\N

6.9 Conclusion on the SCSSR
Our SCSSR implementation achieves better GPS signals acquisition at much
reduced computational processing by up to 80% and in dictionary matrix size than
other CS-based solutions. This reduction makes our implementation method faster
and, therefore, consumes less battery power than other methods. The control
parameter of our method is the number of the chosen Doppler channels, i.e.
increasing or decreasing these channels will directly effect on the acquisition
performance. In other words, increasing the Doppler channels will increase the
chance of acquiring available GPS signal; through increasing number of rows in the
transform matrix and that leads to increasing the chance of sensing the samples. This
will also increase the high frequency resolution that will be close to the “fine
frequency” acquisition.
This SCSSR work was presented in the Computer Applications and Information
Systems (WCCAIS), IEEE International Conference on Sunday, January 19, 2014.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future work
7.1 Conclusion
This research has focused on enhancing the acquisition of multi-GNSS signals in
Software receivers to reduce the processing overhead. With the rolling out of various
GNSS systems, our methods will make it more desirable for localisation providers to
deploy such solutions to enhance the localisation accuracy. The technical
achievements of our methods have proven that architectural approaches are aplenty
for solving and enhancing multi-signal acquisition as follows:
1. Most acquisition algorithms try to match the code phase delay and Doppler
frequency shift of the received signal simultaneously irrespective of it being
done in the time or frequency domains. With the use of the Compressive
Sensing technique, it allowed us to recover the code phase delay first before
the Doppler frequency shift without loss of signal integrity or correlation
quality, but with 50% saving in processing time and acquisition complexity.
This accomplished by combining the codes of the GPS and the Galileo signals
in a single bank of codes multiplied by a fixed carrier frequency. So the
matching in our CS framework calculates the code phase of the GNSS signal
from the matching in CS domain then it determines the Doppler frequency
shift based on the highest code matching, as detailed in Section 6.3.3.
2. Down the processing chain thrashing (correlation and integration) can be
saved by an early detection mechanism if the signal actually exists or not,
before demodulating the received GNSS signal. The reasoning about this issue
has led us to the use of a simple bandpass sampling receiver designed for this
purpose. This is achieved by folding the GNSS signals to the FNZ with nonoverlapping between them, and then examine the power at a specific IF
frequency, as detailed in Section 2.3. It was a big lesson for that slicing a
process over several parts can actually save processing and time.
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3. As explained in Section 3.3, solving the ambiguity issue when acquiring
Galileo-OS signal has been successfully overcome but at the expense of
having a complex implementation or suffering from a signal-to-noise
deterioration. However, we found that the subcarrier frequency can be
partially removed if the received Galileo-OS signal multiplies with one of the
subcarrier data or pilot channels before acquiring the signal. This
multiplication converts the BOC signal to BPSK like signal and shapes the
cross correlation function to have only single peak in the correlation domain.
4. The Galileo-OS signal is constructed from combining two signals of data and
pilot channels in a single transmission, with the code phase delay and the
Doppler frequency shift are the same in both of these channels, as detailed in
Section 4.2. Therefore, for a receiver, in the acquisition process, ignoring any
one of these channels means that it is losing half the power of the received
signal. Our determination to process both channels without doubling the
efforts has led to designing our orthogonal acquisition chain. This design can
provide the same performance with half resources and processing time of a
parallel/multi acquisition chains. The orthogonality is achieved by making the
received Galileo signal orthogonal with a 90-degrees phase-shifted copy of
itself. The only overhead of the orthogonal acquisition chain is to have both
generated data and pilot codes in orthogonal format.
5. Studying the literature of receiver architectures shows that they are static
receivers

irrespective

of

how

genius

or

optimum

the

implementation/algorithms are. When we achieved our saving with the CS
technique, we found that CS also allows us to react to various SNR
conditions, which the receiver is in (not possible with other architectures). The
sensitivity of the signal acquisition is determined by the size of the sensing
matrix in a CS scheme. Therefore, instead of fixing this at high sensitivity
acquisition for all SNR conditions, we have developed a dynamic sensing
algorithm that adjusts the acquisition channel resource allocation depending
on the receiver location. i.e. it senses the SNR and adapts fewer number of
measurements in open-sky environments and large number of measurements
in harsh environments to keep the lock for the present signals. Full
explanation of this algorithm is in section 5.3.
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6. All our methods were successfully performed and assessed in realistic
simulation

environments.

Effectively,

the

implementation

and

the

performance of these methods clearly show the amount of reduction achieved
in terms of the processing time and the resources requirements, which make
most of these methods good candidates to be implemented in the current
Smartphones.
7. Our experiments and the results therein have potential to improve the usage of
Smartphones for the end user. The methodologies implemented can offer a
more efficient battery life, faster and accurate positioning for multi-GNSS
signal reception.
In order to highlight the outcomes of our multi and single GNSS signals
implementations, Section 7.1.1 and Section 7.1.2 summarise the entire achievements.

7.1.1 My multi-GNSS research achievements
Under this particular area a novel CSSR implementation was designed to combine the
acquisition of both the GPS-C/A-code signal and the Galileo-OS-code signal. Where,
this implementation represents the main target of this research. Our CSSR is a 2for1
receiver because it acquires both GNSS signals at half the complexity and processing
time that required by a MF acquisition process. The CSSR implementation was
capitalised on the concept of the CS process that transferred the matching from the
whole length of the signal to the number of rows in the sensing matrix. Our CSSR is
based on 4 stages: receiving-sampling, converting the Galileo-BOC signal to the
Galileo-BPSK like signal by exploiting on our previous ESCE method that eliminates
the subcarrier frequency effect, generating non-Doppler shift vectors to compensate
the measurement in our CS framework and finally the acquisition stage accomplished
in CS domain. In our CS framework, we have combined the dictionaries of these
GNSS signals in a single dictionary matrix. The typical design of the combined
dictionary matrix makes acquiring both GPS+Galileo signals in single process
possible rather than managing one at a time and thereby eliminating the repetition of
finding the dictionary elements that represent the satellite ID, code phase delay and
Doppler frequency shift.
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Furthermore, CSSR implementation overcomes the fat dictionary problem by
decomposing the dictionary matrix that is achieved by generating a bank of codes
multiplied by a fixed carrier frequency. Consequently, the generality of such
decomposition enables any GNSS signals or other wireless signals to combine their
dictionary if these signals are folded or down-converted to the same IF frequency.
Our analysis showed that increasing or decreasing the range of the Doppler channels
will directly affect the CS measurements, the acquisition rate and the resolution of
estimating both of the Doppler frequency shift and the code phase delay.
The comparison between our CSSR implementation and other MF implementations
(GPS + ambiguous and unambiguous Galileo signals acquisition), in terms of
implementation requirements and detection performance, showed that:
1) The CSSR performed as good as the MF.
2) The CSSR accelerated the acquisition process by 60% than the MF.
3) The CSSR was less complex than MF by 50%.
4) The CSSR achieved high frequency resolution 10Hz-40Hz, which equivalents
to the fine frequency.
5) The processing of different dwell time based on our CSSR, such as 4ms or
8ms/20ms has the same processing cost as using 4ms.
The second comparison was carried out between our CSSR implementation
(GPS+Galileo) and other CS-based solutions (GPS only), such as CMS solution,
denoted that:
1) The computational complexity of our CSSR was about 21%.
2) The overall memory requirement was less by 73%.
In this particular implementation there was another contribution, which was
developing a 2D-OMP algorithm. This algorithm introduced a new way to solve any
CS problem that has one or two dimensions. The computational complexity of this
modification costs much less than when solving a CS problem that has a fat
dictionary.
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The second achievement is a quick-early detection algorithm that was developed to
combine the GPS-L1, Galileo-E1 and GLONASS-L1-CDMA signals in single RF
front-end. In this algorithm, the left-sideband of the Galileo signal and the rightsideband of the GLONASS signal were filtered out and combined with the 3rd
harmonic of the GPS signal to be sampled using single ADC. The benefits of this
combination are to:
1) Prevent the overlapping between these GNSS signals in the FNZ.
2) Detect quickly multi-GNSS signals in a single view by measuring the powers
of the available received signals prior to the acquisition stage.
3) Stop chasing signals that are not available at the time, thus saving processing
time and power.

7.1.2 My single-GNSS research achievements
In this research area, Galileo-OS-code signal acquisition and GPS-C/A-code signal
acquisition methods were designed.
For the Galileo signal we have tackled the acquisition process from two aspects,
ambiguity and data-pilot joining, and via two methods, which are ESCE and OGSR
methods.
The ESCE method was designed to overcome the ambiguity in acquiring Galileo
signal at code phase resolution ≥ 0.5 Chip, as well as to enhance the signal acquisition
performance. This was obtained by eliminating the subcarrier frequency effect from
the received signal, so as to simplify the acquisition process. The ESCE
implementation were analysed and compared to other widely used methods, such as
DSB, BPSK-Like and LoCo methods in terms of probability of detection, complexity
and processing time. The assessment based on actual wireless channel experiments
showed that:
1) The ESCE method effectively overcame the ambiguity from the acquisition
process, which shaped the CCF of the converted Galileo-BPSK like signal to
have a single peak like the CCF of the GPS-BPSK signal.
2) The conversion result showed that the ESCE elimination offers around 2dB
gain to the received signal power.
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3) The ESCE method had better performance than BPSK-Like and LoCo
methods by 1 and 2 dB respectively.
4) The acquisition time of the ESCE was half the time required by the DSB, the
BPSK-Like and the LoCo methods.
5) The computational complexity of the ESCE was about 70% less than the DSB
method and the LoCo method.
6) ESCE method can be implemented in the time-domain or the frequencydomain.
The second method to acquire the Galileo-OS-code signal was the OGSR method.
The novelty of this method was concentrated on joining the data and pilot signals in a
single correlation chain by forming these signals in an orthogonal format. Therefore,
this process when compared with the traditional time-domain or the frequencydomain joining methods definitely saves valuable resources. The implementation
requirements and detection performance were compared and analysed with the DC
acquisition method, and the results showed that:
1) The OGSR performed as good as DC method due to the OGSR combined the
Galileo-OS data and pilot signals’ powers as the DC method.
2) The computational complexity of the OGSR was 49% of the DC method.
3) The OGSR required only 35% of the time required for the DC method.
4) To allow acquiring more Galileo signals and to reduce the false alarm
detection the acquisition threshold must be set to 2.
Acquiring GPS-C/A-code signal was accomplished based on the CS technique. Three
methods were proposed and each one of them solved certain drawback of the
previous CS-based solutions.
A novel dynamic acquisition was implemented based on CS technique denoted as
DCSR. The novelty of such implementation was obtained by designing a feedback
controller that determines the position of the GPS receiver, i.e. outdoors or indoors,
via calculating the power of the received signal. The DCSR was designed to:
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1) Overcome the hardware complexity in the CMS by replacing the complex
multichannel sampler with shift registers to generate square waveforms. Thus
simplifying the receiver front-end and allowing sampling the GPS signals at a
low rate.
2) Change dynamically the required sensing channels and resizing the
measurement matrix. This was achieved because the design of the dictionary
matrix enables the measurement matrix to change its size without affecting
signal compression and integrity.
3) Reduce the processing time and so minimise the power consumption required
by a GPS receiver to acquire signals in outdoors. This was accomplished by
dynamically altering the number of measurements and the required number of
sparse channels to fit the actual signal strength.
4) Maintain the lock of the available signals in difficult signal conditions by
using an extra number of channels to compensate the measurements.
To enhance the measurement in our DCSR implementation, GCSR implementation
was employed a deterministic waveform such as the Hadamard or the Jacket matrices/
waveforms instead of using any square or saw-tooth periodic waveforms. The use of
these deterministic waveforms produced better orthogonality than the random square
waveform. The GCSR implementation pointed out that:
1) Using these deterministic orthogonal waveforms to construct the measurement
matrix increased the acquisition rate by 20% more than using a random square
or saw-tooth waveforms.
2) Reconstructing the signal based on GCSR implementation is simpler than the
CMS solution because we have moved the measurement process to the DSP
side while the other processed it on the Analogue side.
3) Tracking reconstructed signal showed a slight phase distortion and amplitude
degradation of the decoded signal; however the integrity of the received signal
was maintained.
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Finally the decomposed dictionary matrix design was applied to acquire a single
GNSS signal, the GPS-C/A-code signal that called SCSSR. The analysis revealed
that:
1) Both of the computational processing and memory requirements were less by
80% than other CS-based solutions and also less than both our DCSR and
GCSR methods. Consequently, this reduction makes our implementation
method faster and therefore consumes less battery power than other methods.
2) Increasing the dwell time from 1ms to 4ms improved the acquisition rate by
10%. While, when increasing the number of non-Doppler channels from 33
to 81 introduced 40% improvement in the acquisition performance.
3) The RMSE of Doppler frequency was around 50Hz when deploying 81
Doppler channels, while it rose to 150Hz if 33 Doppler channels were used.
However, it is still highly accurate than time and frequency implementations
that are based 500Hz frequency resolution.

7.2 Future work
My future work shall continue in the area of the GNSS signals. Various schemes will
be addressed; some of them will represent a development of the current
achievements while others will focus on designing new methods and as follows:
1. Generalising the decomposed dictionary design by applying to other GNSS
signals, for example the Galileo-E1-OS-code and the GPS-L1-C-code signal
as long as they are employing the same BOC modulation technique. The
challenge in such proposed designs will be how to overcome the variety of
the code length, as it is known that the Galileo-E1-OS-code is 4ms length and
the GPS-L1-C-code signal is 10ms length. Furthermore, combine one of the
GNSS signals, such as GPS with other wireless signals that are currently used
in the Smartphones devices as they fold or down-convert to the same IF
frequency.
2. Despite that those non-Doppler channels have specific Doppler frequency
distribution (for the 401 channels the frequency resolution is 20Hz and the
321 channels the frequency resolution is 25Hz), we shall improve either our
CSSR or SCSSR implementation to devise another dynamic CS-based
acquisition. The appropriate solution that can overcome this limitation is by
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designing a very high frequency resolution of the non-Doppler channels up to
10Hz or 5Hz to control various types of dynamic range.
3. Capitalising on the saved dictionary and the measurement matrices to design
a new tracking method for the GPS signal only. This implementation will
incur less processing cost than the traditional implementation because the
early and the late correlators are already generated and saved in the memory,
as well as the code phase resolution is designed based on 0.5 Chip like the
space between the traditional correlators. This tracking engine is not
applicable for the Galileo signal unless we have high code phase resolution,
i.e. less than 0.5 Chip to overcome the ambiguity, or continuing with our
conversion using ECSE method.
4. Exploiting our OGSR method and applying it to the ECSE method to
propose, for the first time, unambiguous-joint-data-pilot Galileo signal
acquisition. Moreover, according to our previous evaluation of the OGSR and
the ECSE methods, we expect that the performance of the new method will
be less than the normal ambiguous-joint by 1dB and the complexity will be
quarter of the mostly used unambiguous methods if they are designed for
joining purpose.
5. To enhance the detection probability of the joint-data-pilot Galileo signal
acquisition, i.e. the OGSR method, we shall implement a differential OGSR
acquisition. This implementation will take advantage of the orthogonal
format representation to have also a single correlation engine to acquire
Galileo signal.
6. Finalising the proposed dynamic early-late correlator. The experiments in this
particular design would be based on dynamic scenario, i.e. from outdoors to
indoors and vice versa. Also, the assessment would include the proposed
discriminator to validate both of the proposals. In addition, determining the
threshold of the maximum space between the early and late correlators would
be incorporated.
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